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Che Burrowes Musical Kindergarten Method
INSTRUCTIO
Nr
FOR TEACHERS
BY HOME
———
e
s
The

many

Music Teachers

who

STUDY
ore

have signified their desire to acquire this charming

method

September Openings are advised as follows:

in time for their
WUAWARTD

1. ORDERS should be sent in as soon as possible.

then be able to begin the autumn term with better prospects of
2. THE IMPROVED and enlarged edition of theTEACHERS’ | GREAT SUCCESS.
Maas
MANUAL is ready for distribution.
4. TEACHERS may apply the Method
their SUMMER
3. IT IS WELL for teachers to familiarize themselves with the |CLASSES and thus obtain testimonials from toparents,
which will
method
early so that they ean SPREAD ITS FAME during July | Prove of great value in obtaining pupils for the Autumu'classes,
and August, and try and get some newspaper notices, They wiil | 20t underestimate the value of anEARLY START.

Do

All Teachers who have not seen the Art Souvenir Booklet (Mailed Free to Teachers)
should send their addresses at once.

THE BURROWES METHOD vas built up for children and from | and entertaining.
actual study of

IT IS NOT BUILT ON MERE THEORIES.

the needs, preferences, character, and even the whims of | is not the inspiration of a day.
children, ‘The authoress has taught a musical kindergarten for many | OF FIVE YE
years, during which she has composed songs, invented games. and con-

8

WMA

It

It is, on the contrary, the CREAM

‘

structed apparatus too numerous and varied to mention or describe ;and

of these only the most valuable have been retained. Everything that was
dull, cumbersome, ineffective, or unchildlike has been abandoned, and
what remains has been tested through and through, and its value proved
beyond theshadow ofa doubt. ‘There is nothing in it that isnot agreeable

KATHARINE

BURROWES, B 1302 Presbyterian Building, Fifth Avenue, New York.
Western

FLETCHER « Music

Address—618

Second

Avenue,

Detroit, Mich.

« METHOD

HE original kindergarten system of America and Europe. Apparatus fully protected by
patents and copyrights.
Normal instruction not given by correspondence or by any
person except the originator of the system, Evelyn Ashton Fletcher. ‘The aim of the

method is to eliminate the drudgery of music study and to give a fuidamental, sy tematic, and logical education.

The following are a few of the many endorsers and partial list of the conservatories in which

the system is being taught:

.

Dr. Wm. Mason, New York.
Dr. Gerritt Smith, New York.

Institute of Applied Music in connection with
the University of the State of New York :

Wm, Tomlins, Chicago,
Dr. Hugo Riemann, Leipsic.

Thos. A BDDC Boston.
Dr. Wm. Cummings, London, Eng.

:
scene
Oeeee ately’ af GHIGARS:
Detroit Conservatory, Detroit.
Gilbert Combs, Philadelphia.

Departments—Metropolitan College of Music,
Metropolitan Conservatory of Music, Amer-

ican Institute of Normal Methods, Synthetic

Piano School, Fletcher Music Method School.
Broad Street Conservatory, Philadelphia.
Metropolitan School of Music, Toronto.
‘Toronto School of Music, Toronto.

There are already over 290 teachers of the method and the demand is steadily increasing.
Miss Fletcher studied five years in Europe, and has already successfully introduced her system
into the European centers—Leipsic, Berlin, Brussels, and Paris.
Normal Course for Teachers in Buffalo during the Pan-American Exhibition.
Class’ opens July 40th.

for board.

Special arrangements made

For particulars and circulars with letters of endorsement address

EVELYN A. FLETCHER-COPP, 99 Francis St., Brookline, Mass.

he American Institute

of Applicd Hlusic
INCORPORATED 1900
By the Regents of the
OF THE STATE OF

UNIVERSITY

Correspondence

Lessons

in

for teachers

NINA K. DARLINGTON, Author and Originator,

For information and circulars please address,

New England Conservatory of Music, Boston.
Studio:

Miss J. A. JONES,
STEINERT HALL,

NEW

Whe Sctence of Music for Children.

The Original
andStandard System of Kindergarten Masta
Normal Classes, Correspondence Courses,
Also “Music Building at the Pianoforte” taught by Mail,

KINDERGARTEN

MUSIC

Kindergarten MusiceBuilding.

ROSTON, MASS

YORK

SPECIAL

1069

RATES

Boylston Street.

FOR

SUMMER

CLASSES.

SERIO

212 West 59th Street, New York City
EDGAR O. SILVER, Presipent

WEET-WHITNEY &
S
MUSIC METHOD

Offers a complete musical education from
eee arton work to the degree of Mus. Doc.
DEPARTMENTS:
The Metropolitan College of Music

The Metropolitan Conservatory of Music

The American Institute of Normal Methods

HIS system is the result of o>
years of study and teaching

The Synthetic Piano School
THE COURSES

cover Pianoforte : Vocal Culture:

Organ:
tion:

Stringed Instruments

Sight

Reading:

beginners of all ages.

Theory and Composition ;

Interpretation aud Or

/

H story

Tt is the means by which a solid

: Opera Ch

foundation may be built for a thorough musical education.

Normal Instruction for Teache:

FACULTY

AND EXAMINERS:

Dudley Bue!
Rowe Shell
Paul Ambrose
Lillian Littlehales, and other

Rosidenoa

D

Dapas

tment in 68th St.
Summer Glasses June, July, August.

1801
16th year begins September 15,
Address

KATE

S. CHITTENDEN,

Dean,

Jiirtemberg,

gor

G

any.

amongst

fof forty-three pr

whom : |

,S.de Lange |
G. Linder (piano)
Laialin), Mase Pauer, "(tiolon
cello). O. Freytag,
ina

oe

alla

ter

term

begins September 12th,

secretary

Stutlyart, July, rot

By the use of songs, games, and attractive materials, the fundamental principles of music are
taught in a simple and fascinating manner, thus avoiding most of the old-time trials for both pupil
and teacher. The normal work is given by Miss Whitney and Mrs. Sweet, and special attention
is paid to fitting young teachers for the work. With the normal course each teacher receives a complete set of materials for teaching the work, Also a note-book, containing most minute instructions

STUTTGART,
ROYAL CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
saat
cation
fOoxec!
Complete education for executants and
‘ Hae Te

Every idea presented to the pupil
is a practical one, and of lasting
benefit.

Professor S. de Lange.

for sixty lessons for pupils.

A booklet describing the method

will be mailed

to your address, free, upon

application,

anvpress SWEET-WHITNEY
GRAND

RAPIDS,

MICH.

THE
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THIS SYSTEM

IS COVERED

BY COPYRIGHT.

Musical Kindergarten
For the PIANOFORTE.
By FANNIE CHURCH PARSONS.
This system is most simple in outline and material.

School and College of Music, ynivensir:
A firet-class Music School in the Rockies,a mile above the sea level

Superb Faculty, excellent equipments, and the finest climate in the
world, especially adapted to students of singing.
application.
Address,
SAMUEL

Catalogues sent ox

H. BLAKISLEE,

DENVER, COLO.

Itis most comprehensive and complete.
used are,
he imalerials
materials used
are,
while veryy durable,
durable, most suggestive
iv
of the
The lessons are equally instr tive to either child or adult beginner,
The students do much real piano work, thus no intermediate course is
trees
stories and songs do not savor of the grotesque,
= he See
esque, but tend
2 to refinehe price for normal

work, including materials, is withi
You ea
can take
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RE Ae
TnOrMaL TiS
VOTE)by mail , or of FA a normal
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or of Mrs.

DEAN,

SEND
Correspondence

FOR

ILLUSTRATED

PERLEE V. JERVIS

StTupio,

1307

Beaches of Diencforte Playing

Office,
6 W. Chicago St., Quincy,
AupitoRIuM TowER, CHICAGO, ILL,

=< Virgil Clavier Method

L. WILBUR,

N

CONSERVATORY

Fugue, etc., by Correspondence

Por torms aud partioulars write te

OPEN ALL SUMMER

BR. EH. PETERS, Mus. Doc. (by examination),

8. 6.
@oavorse Ccliage Conservatory of Music, SPARTANBURG,

SAMUEL

EPPINGER,

Director,

SPECIAL RATES FOR TEACHERS

INcoRPORATED 1900
THE PENNSYLVANIA
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MUSIC
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TnE world does not yet number the musician among
the people that are to be reckoned with. It rather
isolates him, or catalogues him with the itinerant
peddler, the book-agent, the adventurer, the man

with

no business or profession. Knowing nothing about art
and its exactions, it puts the musician down as an
idler who gets a living off his native gifts, his tricks,
He is not
like a prestidigitateur or a ventriloquist.
quite admitted to be a serious man.
The musician knows how unjust all this is, and oecasionally chafes under it. He should protest. He
should insist upon being counted in with the agencies
that have the respect, even the homage, of the comBecause he can do this. If he is doing his
munity.
proper work, to nobody around him is society more in

debt.

We

cultivated
understood,

mean,
man

of course,

that the musician

whose gift to society is art.

is a

Rightly

there can be but one higher calling.

men
So far from any apologetic attitude toward the
be their
of business or of other professions, he should
that they must
wisest critie, serving notice upon them
hat their
his,—t
of
rd
standa
the
to
up
work
their
bring
and deess
coarsen
endeavor must. be to eliminate the
symthere
i
install
and
nature
human
our
of
formity
must
he
ile
And meanwh
metry and grace and gaie
this is his own
ma ; it clear beyond dispute that
of his capacity
e
measur
full
the
to
that
and
mission,
he is fulfilling it

parts of
Tne strikes which are noted in so many ‘
calling
for a
labor
is
the country always show that

I HEARD a sermonizer recently say:
“I know
Christians who, if they were developed in proportion
to the size of their mouths, would
and Wesleys reincarnated.”

be Pauls, Luthers,

And a parallel of that statement may be found in
musicians we all know. If some were as great as their
talk would indicate; if others were as strong in all
directions as their technic; if one were as able in

other lines as he is able to criticise his fellows; if
another were as much of a musician in his practical
abilities as he is in his knowledge of the history and
theory of his art; if all these “ifs” were certainties,
we would have more all-round musicians.
This is a day of specialism, it is true; the successful man of to-day is the specialist. But to be a great
specialist there must he laid a wide and deep foundation of knowledge of cognate subjects.
The nervespecialist must know the whole anatomy; the architect must know all about building-materials. No man
can be great and confine himself to one thing.
The student of music should remember that his
foundation should be large if his building is to be
high. If the base is not wide in proportion to the

height, his building will become lop-sided or topple
over. A broad foundation of general knowledge and
musical knowledge, and then the towering specialty.
eee

Tr is rather difficult to determine, judging from
frequent manifestations, whether an artist enjoys more
a favorable

criticism

of himself or a disparaging

one

of a colleague.
The custom seems to justify the decrying of musicians in general as a supersensitive,
jealous, and fault-finding class, and the accusation is
not without some foundation in fact. To read and to

hear complimentary

allusions to one’s self and one’s

artistic attainments is infinitely sweet; but does it
not seem almost. equally satisfying to see the real or
imaginary short-comings of one’s fellow-worker, per-

haps competitor, held up for criticism and occasional
derision?
It is so easy to pick flaws when bent on
finding them, and so difficult, as a rule, to satisfy or
convince one’s professional brethren.
To many of the concert-going laity it has become a
matter of frequent questioning as to whether the aver
age professional

musician,

attending

a recital or con

NO. 8.
cert, obtains any purely esthetic delight whatever,
so intent is he upon criticical analysis and technical
fault-finding.
This statement may seem overdrawn,
but it is nevertheless the fact that such comment
has often been heard by the writer from music-loving
amateurs.

The habit of laudation of self and the disparagement of one’s brethren doubtless pervades all artistic
pursuits, but it seems to have, in recent years, manifested itself more conspicuously among musicians.

we

&

NATURE gives us a charming parable of the beauty
and worth of music ‘in every flower of the spring
which comes to the full revelation of its poesy and

beauty. Thus there is first the outer sheath of coarse
green leaves. This is the calyx, and it serves to protect the tender germ, and the swelling bud, but later
it curls under and forms only a sustaining cup. This is
followed

by the corolla, which

constitutes

the crown

and glory of the flower, the part which reveals the
splendor of the color, and attracts the eye. Within
this there is the cluster of fructifying stamens and
pistils, whose pollen causes the various flowers and
plants to continue their life and so enrich the world
with their beauty.
Last, there is deep within the
innermost heart of the flower-cup the liquid honey,
which is the very secret of its heart. It is the search
after this which causes the bee to fertilize the flower.
So with

we musicians;

first, we must have outward

support, a livelihood, money, tuition. So far so good.
All right, and worthy; but then there is the glory of
praise: a little higher and less material. ‘Then, third,
there is the vigorous intellectual exercise and communication of ideas whereby music is carried on and
on, from mind to mind, and from age to age. But
fourth,

and

dearest,

there

is the

heart’s

innermost

secret of delight and joy, the ineffable part of what
music has to give. These are the calyx, the corolla,
the stamens, and pistils, and the nectar of the flower
of music.

Paw

Ir is a gratifying thing to notice that American
compositions are coming more and more into vogue,
in this country at least.

Even

in the summer-park

band concerts in our large cities a glance at the program shows us that half the compositions are by
American composers.
Thirty years ago a great English lifférateur sneeringly remarked: “Who reads an
American book?” Twenty years ago the same remark
could have been applied to American music: “Who
plays an American composition?”
Our great authors
and historians have made the first remark untrue,
and our composers are now making the second untrue.
American

compositions

are light

in character

as yet,

but many of them possess genuine merit and have
won their way all over the world.
A comparatively
few years ago an opera by an American composer was
an unheard-of thing, but, now New York, Chieago, and
Boston bri g out a score or more every year, and

many of them succeed, too, and not a few have been
received with success on the other side of the water,
eee
ONE of the commonest

mistakes

sieians and music-students

made

hy young mu

is in not obtaining a sufi
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cient education in music before they start out on the
busy sea of professional life. A young man or young

lady shows marked talent for music, and takes a certain number of lessons in vocal or instrumental music.
Making rapid progress, they soon begin to appear in

public, and are much praised by their friends. By and
by as their musical wings spread they begin to pick
up a little money here and there for their musical
work. Next, owing to the fact that our musical publie seems to be thoroughly convinced that anyone who
can play or sing in public is competent to teach, our

budding musician is offered a few pupils. Flattered
by this tribute to his growing fame, and not being
averse to earning the fees for the teaching, he promptly
accepts the pupils at the best price he can get for his
lessons. Tirst thing he knows he has drifted into the
profession of music-teaching, without being half prepared for it.
It may be years before he realizes the mistake he
has made in not preparing himself thoroughly for his
life-work.
The world is full of these music-teachers
who had only the ghost of an education in music in
early life, and who go through life making a wretched
living, and unable to rise above mediocrity.
With
anything like a large class of pupils, and possibly a
small church or orchestra position, a teacher finds it
practically impossible to find the time to obtain a
higher education for himself at the same time. ‘The
teacher who tries to do both will infallibly break down
and become a nervous wreck.
The student who finds himse]f drifting into the profession should pause at the threshold and ask himself
whether he feels qualified to enter the profession, with

all its trials and hard work, and whether he loves it

sufficiently to make it his life-work. If he honestly
believes he does, he should then shut his ears to the
voice of the tempter who promises immediate pecuniary results, which will be obtained at the cost of
Ie should try to
neglecting his early education.
it be the voice
whether
master his specialty perfectly
or an

and

instrument,

at the same

time

to become

familiar with harmony, composition, theory, and all
the other branches which go to make up the equipment of a thorough musician. This education should
be obtained in youth, when the student has his full
time and strength to give to his studies, and not
tired with hours of teaching.
Of course, where the student has not the means to
obtain a thorough

musical education, he is obliged to

help out in some way by teaching or playing, but he
should submit patiently to all privations, not actually
detrimental to his health, in order to leave as much
of his time and strength for his studies as possible.

MUSIC-TEACHERS’ NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION.
tion
Trp twenty-third convention of the Associa
2-5, and cermet at Put-in-Bay Island, Lake Erie, July

tainly no more delightful place could have been chosen
for the meeting. All the sessions and concerts were
ing
held in the Hotel Victory, thus largely promot

the

social side of the gathering. There were over three
hundred members in attendance, with delegates from
a number of the State Associations and music-schools
of the country.
One feature of the meeting was noticeable in contrast with preceding conventions. The development of
the educational and the abandonment of the festival
idea, which was so prominent in the meetings at New

ETUDE
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Feature.

The real work of the convention began Wednesday

morning with the opening of the Round Table discussions of subjects connected with Piano, Singing,
Public-School Music, and Harmony.
The essayists and leaders in the discussions of the
piano department were Oliver Willard Pierce, Indianapolis;

G. W.

Bryant,

Durham,

N.

Ga

Rickaby, Taylorville, Ill.; N. J. Corey, Detroit;

“Le. TD:

Miss

Kate S. Chittenden, New York;
and J. H. Hahn
Detroit.
,
Interesting contributions to the discus
sions in the

voice department were made by F. W. Wodell, Boston
;
Perley Dunn Aldrich, Rochester, N. ¥.;
W. L

Blumenschein, Dayton, 0.; F. W.
Charles Davis Carter, Pittsburgh.

The

principal

papers

in the

Root,

harm

Ghicnsas
,

iscussi

were by F. L. york, Detroit;
H. oat
edougall,
Wellesley College; J. H. Rogers and Wi Ison
G. Smith,
of Cleveland.
In the public-school discussion the leader:
8 were N,
Coe Stewart, Cleveland; Mrs. Emma Tho
mas, Detroit;
A. J. Gantvoort, Cincinnati; Miss
Julia §, Crane.
Potsdam, N. Y.

One of the most valuable paper
s ever read before {}
Association was the one by Prof.
Waldo S. Pratt.
the Hartford Theological Seminary
on
cation, Extensive and Intensive.”
,

Mu ie 7 vag Blue

Wednesday
Mr, William
violinist, of
cital was by

afternoon was given u p to a
recital by
H. Sherwood and Mr - Sol
Marcosson,
Cleveland.
Wednesday evening the
re.
George Hamlin, tenor, a: nd
Sidney Biden,
baritone, of Chicago.
This was followed by
a reception in the hotel parlors,
Thursday forenoon there wa
a
at
Philip Werthner and George
‘Wineies, a —
E. R Kroeger, St. Louis,
pianists; James Pee,
troit,

tenor; and Sol Marcosson,
violinist.
anee a
afternoon a recital was
given by Alberto Tends
ner
as,
oit,
ee
piani
st, assisted by Mrs, ©, H
ae Clements, Detroit,

The Thursday evening conc
ert wa 8 given
by Arthur
Fooe, Boston. » piani
Foot
pianis
t; Willi jam Yunek
st;
roi
linist; and Fletcher Nort
on, Miots, tae
‘ais
Friday morning Mr, Alle
n § pencer,: Chicson
ago; Mrs
Lillian Apel-Emery,
Detroit, pianists, and
Mi
Camper, Flint, Mich.,
Alice
Soprano, gave ‘ recitz
‘e
These various concer
ts
and reci
: tal, . furnis
musical entertainment
hed
without the heaviy
pressure of
the long concerts accord
ing to the festival
idea,
The
he members had
a
an enjJoyable
ti
i
addition to the rece
In
ption Shendeatd ss
be
evening they were treated
ontF riday
to a steam-boat
ee trip
the islands in the group.
a mong
The various other
facilities were availed of,
rey, eation
The following offi
cers were ele cted
fo: Y the ens
year:
President, A, 1,
Manchester, Bo vhs ing
ston;
president, F. A, Par
ker, Madison Wis
Vice.
3 Secreta.
L. York, Detroit; tre
asurer,: F, re ayowe
Ty, PF.
ler, Ne
Conn.; Educational Com
W Haven
r nittee, AL
; A, St
:anley,
S. Pratt, C. D. Boyle, N.
:
J. Corey, Ar
Waldo
thu T Foote,
Gantvoort.
4. i

July, 1902, at
Put.

the history of the Association, in that it will be the
one to test the value of the educational work which

Now that the
meeting is ovey
it i
i
during the period
before the next
LY that
Boos =
there is a large
fie’ Id for indiy;
vidu
al r y , ee Assembleg
Gu
of members andie org
anized e ffort.es
j
a
associations,
There should be
aa
a
terests; there nee
d be non
@ field peculiarly the
ir own:
the deve
conser ution of sta
i te and fens t
hopment ;
Association should
look after Be oe
questions which
are bovegeg
Hes
condition of the
musician 9
Mh

has been planned and set in operation.

do this kind

It is, in a measure, a turning
York and elsewhere.
pack to the idea of the men who organized the Association some twenty-five years ago, and, though it fell into
desuetude at various periods, we are glad to note that
its real and enduring strength is beginning to reassert
itself, and the work of the Association placed more
upon a professional and less upon an entertainment

basis.

The

coming

year will be the crucial

one

in

Tuesday, July 2d, was given up to the meetings of

the Counsel and Senate and routine business.

possible.

The medical

meee

teachers of the

will tae #5)028 of the famous

world,

advantage

inlerest for all those who are

ee

interested in
is cast in ta

The material of instruction

¢subject.

eee,

since es

is nethans am

Which

ngs out more of the personality

of the great teacher.

in these days to make a book,
ase idee
though but comparatively fay oe eeare not scarce,

ne nuniber are by acknowledged

masters of the art

ie teaching. For this reason we
are glad to Hea
cepts and he ae authorized statement of the prepreface

W..ds

most

A

method.
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the

of
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pupil, Madame pee Marchesi’s
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Hendancaa Pie and an introduction by Mr.

critic, add

York

aat New
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;
Dr. Clarke’s
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“Some Facts in
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that these lessons are not whol
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sie
next meeting will
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TEN SINGING LESSONS, By Marnitpe MarcueEst.
Harper and Brothers. $1.50.
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the piano very well, and sang Schubert, Schumann,
and Brahms.
He wrote a biography of Schubert for

the musical season of 1900-1901:
symphonic concerts, one hundred

“Famous Composers and Their Works.”
Tue twelfth annual festival of the New Hampshire

chamber-music

Music Teachers’ Association was held at The Weirs,
July 29th to August 2d. The chorus, under the direction of Professor Blaisdell, numbered 200. “The Messiah” was the principal choral work given.

Sir ALEXANDER MACKENZIE is writing an opera
based on Dickens's “Cricket on the Hearth.”
Ir is reported that Josef Hoffman has invented an

engine which will be placed on the market by a London company.
A wriTER in an exchange says that the Turks like
melody and are devoted to flutes, of which they have
seven different kinds.
A MUSICAL festival is to be held at Salzburg, Mozart’s birthplace, August 5th-9th. Two performances
of “Don Juan” are promised.
A FESTIVAL

of chamber

music

at Bonn,

Germany,

netted a profit of $5000, which goes to support the
Beethoven Museum in that city.
Tur Oakland, Cal., Free Public Library has added

to its music department selections from a number of
the classic and modern composers.
AMONG the streets of Paris are a number named
Gounod, Cimarosa, Cherubini, Berafter musicians.
lioz, Verdi, and Ambroise Thomas.
CHARLES F, ALBERT, a noted violin-maker of Philadelphia, died July Ist. He was a German by birth,
but came to this country when a boy.
BILL NYE was asked to write in an album belonging
to George W. Childs. This is what he wrote: “Wag-

ner’s music is not so bad as it sounds.”
Ir has been announced that Mr. Ira D. Sankey
will establish a school for gospel singers in New York
He has mapped out a regular course of instruction.
Tue late Sir John Stainer had a wonderful memory.
At a performance of the “Messiah” the special organ

was

score

it through

he played

but

lacking,

from

memory.

Tie monument to Sir Arthur Sullivan, to be placed
in St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, is to be commer
at once. The fund for the endowment of the Sullivan
Scholarship is growing.

Tue New York Manuscript Society, which was an-

nounced some time ago as likely to be dissolved, will
and recitals, less ambitious
be reorganized and concert
given.
be
will
and pretentious,
AN orchestra under Walter Damrosch has been
giving concerts at Willow Grove, near Philadelphia,
a popular summer park. The symphony and Wagner
appreciated.

concerts were much

vys that Henry W. Sav

AN

York paper
will begin a scason of §

nd opera

in

wlish in that

Two operas will he given each

city, September 16th.

week, and popular prices will prevail.
Tlere oR’
1, Brown, “the man with the musical
His heart was four times the
heart,’ d ied recently.
e of the glands caused pulsanormal siz , and a dis
val quality.
tions that seemed to have a mus
will be a seé nson of opera in New Orleans
a committee of five
next 3 ur under the direction of
A representative has been
citizens and stockholde
The last local seasent to Kurope to ¢
one.
erous
son was @ prosp
‘
y Fazio
jan composer by the name of
A YOUTHFUL
in Ttaly with an ope of which
has made a suce
edemann, a
Bach's favorite son,
THERE

the hero is «
man

of great

steadiness

AN

genius

ane: in the
ac a musician, but lacking

of character

English

of his father.

provincial

paper in reporting a concert

tenor, and bass,
iful arrange:
beaut
6.
re
deseriptive of pastoral yerdu
in tone,
asing
incre
and
g
ishin
ment of sound, dimin
ai
mingly
the voices associati ng char
: osopher, who
n and phil
oria
hist
Fiske
Prov. JOUN
spoke of a “warbling

died recently

vas

a

trio fer soprano.

great

lover

of

music.

He played

CoRNELIUS GURLITT, a well-known composer, died
at Altona, Germany, June 17th, aged 81. He lived
a quiet life, teaching and composing, devoting himself,
in this latter branch, principally to educational piano-

forte works. His “Album-Leaves for the Young” is
widely known.
Mr. Cnartes K, SALaAMAN, who died lately in
London, at the age of 87, was a personal friend of
Mendelssohn, Moscheles, Schubert, Chopin, Meyerbeer,

and Spohr.
He had also met and conversed with
Mozart’s widow.
He was the founder of the Royal
Society of Musicians.
Mr. ALBERT CHEVALIER, the well-known English
character-vocalist, who made such a hit some years
ago with his London coster songs, is writing an auto-

biography. Mr. Chevalier was trained for the church,
which he left for the dramatic stage, afterward giving
his own entertainments.
“Court and alley” open-air concerts are very popular in London. The plan includes a quiet open space
in a crowded neighborhood, a small platform, a few
singers, and a piano. Sometimes a magic lantern or
marionettes are used. The expenses are borne by a
number of charitable persons.
Tue delegates of a number of unions of musicians
throughout the United States have decided to ask
Congress to pass a law classifying foreign musicians as
laborers, and not as artists. They are aiming at the
importation under contract of foreign musicians for
orchestras and other desirable positions.
In that part of the U. S. Government building at
the Pan-American Exposition devoted to the Philippine Islands is a collection of native musical instruments—flutes, horns, and other band instruments—all
made of bamboo. Some of the flutes are six inches in
diameter and between four and five feet long.
A RADE paper announces that some piano-makers
are about to introduce what is called the French, or
dead, finish for piano, instead of the high polish now
in use. There is no reason why this should not be
‘This finish is used in fine furniture, and is
done.
generally considered preferable to varnish finish.

Eu
West,

Paur

will make

Southwest,

and

a tour of the cities of the

Northwest

next

season,

with

orchestral

concerts,

six oratorios,

concerts,

without

Thirty-six grand
and ten smaller

and

twenty-eight

counting

the

opera

and a great number of artists’ and popular concerts.
A MAN of interest to contemporary music died a
short time since in Vienna. Gottfried Preyer, the last
survivor of the friends of Schubert and one of the last
of those who saw Beethoven.
He was ninety-four
years of age at the time of his death, and he attributed
his long lease of life to the fact that he was a vegetarian and a teetotaler.
It was at Preyer’s suggestion that Schubert took some lessons in counterpoint
from Sechter.
Mr.

H. J. SAyLer,

of Philadelphia,

submitted

to

an extraordinary surgical operation in order to reduce
the width of the tips of the fingers of his left hand,
which were too wide to make perfect intonation of the
semitones in violin-playing. A diamond-shaped piece
was cut out of the finger near the tip and the flesh
drawn together by stitches. He expects to go to Germany for a three years’ course of study when the
wounds are healed.

Tue New York State Music Teachers’ Association
Meeting was held at Glens Falls, New York, June
24th-28th.
Papers were read by Amy Fay, Otis R.
Greene, Albert Gerard-Thiérs, H. W. Greene, Madame
von Klenner, Carl G. Schmidt, F. H. Shepard, and
A. J. Goodrich. The various recitals and concerts were
thoroughly successful.
The officers for the coming
year are: President, Louis Arthur Russell; secretary,
F. W. Riesberg;
treasurer, J. E. Stille; Program
Committee, H. W. Greene, Carl G. Schmidt, Abram

Lansing.
Tue editor of an English religious paper invited the
readers of his journal to name the five hundred most
popular hymns. The number of complete replies is not
given, but the first eight on the list are: “All Hail
the Power of Jesus’ Name,” “Jesus, Lover of my

Soul,” “O for a Thousand

Tongues to Sing,” “Rock

of Ages,” “Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty,” “Abide
with Me,” “Nearer, my God, to Thee,” and “Sun of
my Soul.” “The Voice that Breathed o’er Eden” (the
marriage hymn) was a favorite with many of the
women contributors.

In an introduction to a score of Berlioz’s “Symphonie
Fantastique” there is a sentence which contains the
following, translated literally from the German edition: “And where could there be anything more thrilling than the introductory Adagio of the same symphony, this movement woven, as it were, out of glowing tears and breathing sighs?” An English translator
confused the word Satz (movement) with Salz (salt),

his symphony orchestra. This will give a splendid opportunity for schools and small cities to join hands
The results
in undertak ing the expense of a concert.

with the following result:

to the musical interests of the communities will
justify the labor.
A VALUABLE Guarnerius violin was recently purThe new owner
chased by a Pittsburgh collector,

Tuer Professional League, of St. Paul, Minn., sent
out a call for a meeting of musicians 1: st month for
the purpose of organizing a State Music Teachers’ Association. The meeting was held June 27th. A constitution was adopted and the following officers
elected: President, C. A. Marshall, Minneapolis, Virst
Vice-President, Charles A. Fisher, St. Paul. Seeretary-

has offered to lend it to Mr, Luigi von Kunits, concertmeister of the Pittsburgh Orchestra, for solo work.
The price paid for it is not stated, but Victor Flechter,
the New York dealer in old instruments, placed a
value of $8000 on it.
distinguished composer
Atrrepo
PIATt,
and
‘cellist, died at Bergamo, Italy, July 19th. Mr. Piatti
was born at Bergamo in 18: 2, and began playing in an
When he was fifteen
orchesira at the age of seven.
he made his first appearance as a soloist. In 1844 he
und gained a great reputation,
went to England to liv
both as player and as teacher.
Mr. Freperic &. Wearntriy, the noted songwriter, who furnished the texts for many popular
» recently
ve a leeture in London in which he

said that the main point is to have a simple story,
the subject complete in itself, with an opening line
that attracts interest and explains itself.
It should
always have a paramount sentiment.
Germany,
a cily
PRANKVORT-ON-THE MAIN,
about 250,000 population, has the following record

of
for

“the Adagio

of the

same symphony, this salt, condensed, as it were, from
burning tears and despondent sighs?”

Treasurer,

Miss Jennie Pinch, St. Paul.

Auditor,

W.

A. Wheaton, St. Paul. Program Committee, Gerard
Tonnig, Duluth; Emil Ober-Hoffer, Minneapolis; and
Carl

Heilmaier,

St. Paul.

will be held in St. Paul,

The
in May

first

annual

or June,

meeting
1902.

AN exchange quotes the opinions of several eminent
musicians as to what they consider the greatest musical composition: Jean de Reszke gives the palm to
Wagner's prelude to “Parsifal,” Sir Alexander Maekenzie says that Wagner and Beethoven appeal to
for the “Ninth
him with equal foree, and votes
Sir Walter ParSymphony” and “Die Meistersinger
Syym
“minor
Beethoyen’s
between
ratt wavers
phony,” Bach’s “Beminor Mass,” and one of Pales
other
and
Albani
Madame
compositions;
trina’s
singers consider Handel's aria, “lL Know that my Redeemer Liveth,” the most expressive, melodious, and
spiritual of musical compositions,
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Practical Points by Practical Teachers

analysis cannot be too strongly impressed upon all
artist pupils, since, in the striving after mere technical
mastery, the inner meaning of the composer is frequently entirely lost sight of. This is particularly
the case in music of polyphonic character.
ARTISTIC

PUPILS’

ROBERT

A, PUPIN.

Many people have been heard to exclaim: “Deliver
me from pupils’ recitals.” What are the objectionable
features of pupils’ recitals? If these could be enumerated and eliminated, such recitals might be turned
into a delight. Some years ago a gentleman, whose
name is well known to the musical world, criticised
a pupils’ recital which I gave in a large hall. The
criticism made me think. I resolved to remodel my
ideas and give recitals that people would be pleased
to attend, and I succeeded.
First, I began on time. The program was not too
long; it was timed to begin at a certain hour and to
end at a certain hour, and I seldom lost over two
minutes.
The pieces were short; two, three, or four

minutes in length; none were allowed to be over
five minutes in length; if they were, a portion was cut
out. No sonatas were given entire, and no part of a
movement was repeated.
No encores were allowed,
and the waits between the pieces never exceeded two
+ minutes.
Listen to the comments on these recitals: “You
always stop just as we would like .to hear a little
more,” to which I replied, “That is just the right time

“The musicale was

delightful;

the pieces

were short and there were no tedious waits between;

“It is so nice to

our interest was held to the end.”
know

exactly

when

these

recitals

will end, so that

we do not have to worry for fear we will miss our
train or the last car.”
One effect of beginning on time was to bring people
to the recitals before the opening of the first number
on the program, and in a very little while prompt
attendance was secured.
If you invite people to hear a number of pupils of
different grades play, do not give these people what
they do not like; and they do not like long pieces,
long programs, delay in beginning, waits between
pieces and the concert spun out to an unnecessarily
late hour by encores or delays of any kind.
Monthly recitals might be one hour in length or,
at the most, an hour and a half. Commencement recitals should never exceed two hours. If the teacher
will make out a time-schedule of the program, and
follow it exactly, he will be surprised to find how
much more pleasure such a concert gives to the audience than a concert not orderly managed.
THE

RELATION

OF TECHNIC

PRESTON

WARE

AND

EFFECT.

OREM.

Tevery piece of music is a series of effects, carefully
planned and systematically arranged by the composer,
and written out in such a manner as to convey to
the executant, as nearly as possible, the exact manner
of its rendition.
The greater the artist, the more generously is he

equipped with the means of properly rendering these
effects. The most difficult proposition involved, however, is the discriminating choice of the exact means
to be used to produce any indicated effect. A properly
classified series of touches constitute the box of colors
of the musical artist, and in these days of consummate
technicians it is frequently this same careful discrimination as to the means to be used which marks the
superiority of one player above his fellows.
Too much attention cannot. be paid to the study
and classification of touches and all dynamic effects,
since the interpretation of many of the most charming
passages depends more upon the artistic intuition of
the performer than upon any absolutely mandatory
indication

In

this

of the printed

connection

PLAYING

RECITALS.

MADAME

to stop.”
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page,

the

importance

of synthetic

OF

SIMPLE

PIECES.

which seems little short of miraculous,

A really great

artist will take a little threadbare
melody, which to
seems

to have

nothing

in it at all

will make it positively glow with beauty.
The effect. of any composition,

from

a technical

accuracy,

although

point of view,

intelligence,

and

feeling,

when

and

;
quite eas:

played

Silk

is really rema

rk
able. It is not what we play, but how.
T was quite:
struck by an incident which took
place in my studio
the other day. One of my pupils
who hhas mastered
some quite difficult music told me durin
g h er lesson that
she had recently attended a recital
by quite a noted
pianist, who among’ other thing
s, had played a lit
compo

sition for an encore which is
really quite =
My pupil asked me it the piece

would be too ates
for her. I was quite amused, for the
piece in queor stion
was several grades easier than the
Ppupil had been
in
the habit of playing. The point
w. as that the pup
il
had been so impressed by the taste,
feeling, and imagination with which the
piece
she had got the idea that it
a pee
oy
because of its effect. on herself
and the didlere. ; ae
are usually a great many ignor
ant people in 5
ae
ence, but, rest assured, altho
ugh they may aot nea
to tell that a piece is being
played in a vidi ao
weak, inaccurate manner, yet
they will at on nated
nize the master-hand of a
tre musician, b eo
» because he
speaks to their minds with intell
iigene
i

hearts with feeling,
HAVE

The foot may be made

attain that

BRAINE.

I orrEn tell my pupils that the masterpieces of
music are like a heap of gold lying in the desert, free
for all comers to help themselves according to their
strength, and carry off as much as they can master.
The giant can carry off a giant’s share and the dwarf
but a few fragments.
Nothing is more astonishing
to pupils than to hear great artists play at
their
concerts compositions which they themsel
ves have
drummed over until they imagine they
have reduced
them to perfection. The genius of the artist
brings.
from the self-same notes which the
pupil fondly
imagines he has mastered, new effects
and glories
which he never dreamed of, and by
the magic of a
lovely tone throws a halo around
the composition
the student

measures.

to mark the heavy

beats. Scales and arpeggios should be practiced in
groups of tones of twos, threes, fours, and sixes.
Then
easier studies and pieces should be practiced with
the
metronome,
Always keep up with the tick of the
machine, Gradually increase the speed.
Finally you
will learn to play in good time without
the metronome.
Only he who has a perfect feeling for
correct time will
mastery

musical expression.

and

freedom

necessary

in true

Time is the backbone of music.

KNOWING

THE

PERLEE

KEYBOARD.

V, JERVIS.

MANY of us practice the piano for years,
yet rarely

get to know

the keyboard

as a blind player does,

or
asa good organist knows his pedal
keyboard. Practice
in finding one’s way on the keyboard
without looking
ell

o hands conduces wonderfu
lly to fluency, acter
= playing, and should form
part of
eens i ne a Bas It is
better to commence with
a

wk

ee

an

= S at first.

ce on

“ fd

Take the first and sec-

play the following

series of notes:

; then D-E, D-F, D-G, and so on thro
ugh

a
i. pe from every tone of the
scale in
ae ae this exercise with
every combination of
ye
ae ae
with the eyes closed. The
eatin
btn ner can easily elaborate
this simple
meni bea ia sorts of skips
and progressions,

knows the kivboeed hoses

till the player

CULTURE-READING,
J. 8. VAN CLEVE,
Tuse ot]
fes
a rhe one of the mos
t eminent writers upon
pen
aa
said to me rather cyni
cally:
dominance f the
publie of musie-studen
ts and
Wear ae o not
read anything, not eve
n about
me thinking sit is
directly pedagogical.”
This set
aatte
+
Y own
work has been from boy
hood
ld of pure literature as
in that

© my own personal experience
the matter. Therefore
I began

mind

to ascertain

if my

own

ex-

Gence and to their

A

ading.

METRONOMR,

A MUSIC-ROOM withou
t a metr onome is
not, fully
equipped.
Suppose a composer j,ndi
cated by metronome marks the speed
of his pie ce, how
are you to
know beyond a doubt the
exact tempo of it
without
consulting the metron
ome?
|Then the me
i
such an excellent ins
trument to be used in
aan
ae z
iff.
There iiey be a diff
icult place in your piec
e, the ceot
abe fingering consum
e your entire att
ent
ion
ae
a
pe aware of it,
you are playing ‘that
a
. 1 _ hae out of
time. Your teacher
will tell 4
; - ‘ail ~~ but you
could have found it
out b ee
pa
ie lesson ifyou would have
e trie
tried d it
it witwi h the met
oe
roea play strictly in
time like a m achi
ne ig difficul
and unnatural, In
t
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Children’s
CONDUCTED

“Tracu a child to sing thoughtfully the great
hymns, and you have given him an anchor that will

often hold, when everything else fails to keep him off

1. Wuo was the boy that
crept down stairs to copy
music in the moonlight, and
why did he do it?
2. Who so astonished the
citizens of Naples by his playing that they declared
his ring to be enchanted?

QUESTIONS
FOR CHILDREN
ABOUT CHILDREN.

3. What boy could picture his companions by his
playing on the piano?
4, What composer never lived at home after he was
six years of age?
5. What composer when a boy was refused admission to the conservatory in Milan on account of a lack
of talent?
6. What noted singer, the daughter of a Swedish
peasant,

won

voice?
7. What

when

fame

composer

and

riches

(whose

he was very young)

by

her

remarkable

parents went

was

to Russia

the son of a pencil

manufacturer?
8. What Italian opera composer ran away, when a
boy, from the home of his uncle who was training him
in religion, to another relative who procured music
lessons for him?
9. Who persisted in chasing his father’s coach?
What was the consequences?
10. Who was the blacksmith that loved to play
the horn, and gave his little boy a violin on which
he learned to play alone and in time became known
as the “father of modern violin-playing”?
eH
“Tr would

mann

A SUGGESTION
TO THE

once

require,” Schu-

wrote,

“a hun-

to
merely
life-times
dred
become acquainted with the

TEACHER.

good music in existence.”

It is the same with reading good books. Did a person do absolutely nothing else, he could not begin, ina
life-time, to get acquainted with all the good books
there

are.

He

could

read many,

to be sure;

just as

of music.
one may in a life-time play over no end
in no
urs
music-ho
precious
few
their
And many spend
to do a little,
better manner than this. It is so easy
But becoming acquainted with
ina half-hearted way!
another matter. It means to
quite
is
books
music and
have to say.
stop awhile and think about what they
much, while
so
one
And the stopping to think teaches
we have to
that
little
so
teaches
on
the heedless going
and accept the
s
life-time
hundred
a
takes
it
confess

even for that and
little we can get in this, thankful
willing
to wait.
marks
Really it is the littl e we choose to select that
e

as

The impulses we receiv
us as we grow older.
Il go im quest of when we
sha
we
what
decide
children
become men and women.
women
The writings of great men and of great‘
t a little of
sough
have
they
that
teem with evidence
little their
the great elements in life and made that
a few acg
doin
by
own.
They have el iosen to live
ing a few books inlivities remarkably well, by know
the

1 few poems; a little of
timately, a few picture
with until it las Besos
lived
best, chosen wisely and

nature of the persons.
in truth, a part of the very
They
remembering this.
We must teach children.
music
the
all
know
to
in fact, are not-

need

not-—

(ASD

age

his study, and saw to it that he practiced and gained
the benefit of the instruction
provided him. It was
probably a more kindly supervision than Beethoyen re-

BY

ceived from his father, but the future violinist wearied

there is.

They

are to make a little of it their own;

and that little must be lofty music.
them during life, and be a solace.
Further,

Congregationalist.
eRe

Pa

remained but a short time.
His next teacher was
Ghiretti, with whom he remained for a considerable
time; his father, however, kept strict supervision of

0/75

TAPPER

THOMAS
the rocks.”—The
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the

intimate

It will abide with

acquaintance

one

has

with

some good music, as with a few good books, results
in establishing a standard within that is an insurance
against the unworthy.
This sense for the best is
better, indeed, than knowledge of any special subject,
because one may, with it, explore a subject and be
assured of finding all that is great and beautiful in it.
Those people worship what is unworthy who have not
this sense for the true products of art.
The teacher’s aim, then, with children, must always

be to establish an inner sense and to cultivate power.
[t is not upon the music a child knows that his future
culture-development depends, but upon how he knows
it, and particularly upon how he begins to know it.
ne *
In the June Children’s
Page we read about musical
mice.
Since then another
instance has come to notice.
The case is not unlike that above referred to, but in
this the little music-lovers came into the music-room,
by way of the fire-place, only when some one played
certain compositions by Wagner.
If a number of
pieces were played at a sitting and these two or three
pieces by Wagner were omitted, the mice would not
come forth. But the moment their favorite compositions were played out they ran in their swift, noiseless way, highly delighted, and not afraid.
As the
last chord died away they scampered unless they were
immediately favored with another composition by
their favorite composer.
MUSICAL ANIMALS
AND INSECTS.

And

still

another

instance

comes

by

way

of an

artist: a painter who liked occasionally to play the
horn,
A favorite dog that was always about the
studio would immediately approach his master, place
his head in the player’s lap, and howl. The probability
is that he was distressed.
Writers tell us that in Japan there is a large traflic
in musical insects amounting to thousands of dollars
annually.

The insects are bought, confined

at home,

and listened to as we listen to the birds we cage.
They have names of poetic order—the bell-insect, the
autumn wind, the bridle-bit insect, and many others.
These names, no less than the fact that people are
fond of such tiny singers, show a love for insect-life

that is in itself charming.
ee
‘THE appearance of at least

A FAMOUS
VIOLINIST.

two young performers upon
the violin, both of whom
have been called the “modern

Paganini,” makes us wonder if the “wizard” were
really as wonderful as he is said to have been or if
players to-day equal him in power. Niccolo Paganini
was born in 1782, and died in 1840. The readers of
the Children’s Page may spend some minutes profitably by discovering what musicians were living in
those years.
Like Haydn's father, the father of Paganini loved
music.
He was a tradesman of little means, knew
something of music, and as he watched his little boy
he thought he detected talent for the art in him, And
he began to teach him, not the violin, but the mandolin and guitar.
Later he took up the violin, and his
progress soon warranted that he be placed under a
teacher,
His prog
ss was
ra pid, and he soon began
to play at concerts.
In his early teens he became a
pupil of Alessandro Rolla, of Parma, with whom he

of it, and to
He was then
the town of
of returning

be free he one day ran away from home.
about sixteen years old. He had gone to
Lucca to play at a concert, and instead
home he set out on his wanderings. He

fell in with

companions

of a low

order, and

at Leg-

horn he was compelled to part with his violin in order
to pay his debts.
But the young player must ‘have shown unusual
talent in his early years, for shortly after surrendering
his violin a gentleman presented him with a genuine
Joseph Guarnerius, on which he played for the rest
of his life, regarding it his favorite instrument.
It
is now preserved at Genoa, Paganini’s birth-place.
For six years this odd child of genius wandered
about, returning to Genoa when he was twenty-two
years of age.
He was wiser, knew the value of in-

dustry, and studied earnestly for a year.
Then he
began the concert-tours which to the time of his death
made his name known all over Europe. Many honors
were bestowed upon him.
Once at a concert one of his violin-strings snapped,
and he continued his solo on the three others. He
played with great effect on the G string alone; and
in certain solos produced effects hitherto unknown by
tuning the strings higher than their normal pitch. As
the people of Naples once attributed a pianist’s skill
to the influence of a ring he wore, so in Paganini’s
case his unusual power as a violinist was attributed to
magic.

No doubt his performances were startling. Though
he had several teachers, he did not remain with any
one of them very long. Hence he was, to a great degree, self-taught. He was already a master when he
began to study the works of others. He could produce
a beautiful tone, play double stops (unheard before he

introduced
hand,

them),

and—it

pizzicato

the

make

could

is said—he

alter

with
the

either

tuning

of

his violin while playing it.
Some of Paganini’s compositions have been arranged
for piano by Schumann (who heard him play), by

Liszt, and by Brahms.

CORNELIUS

Very few readers of the
Children’s Page have not

GURLITT.

heard of the name Cornelius Gurlitt.
A short time ago his death was announced in Berlin,Germany.
Few composers have
so devoted themselves to writing music for children
as he did. Everything he composed bore the mark
of love for the
task, which is the sign we learn to look
for, as we grow older; it tells us whether the worker
be true to his task or not.
In the next

Children’s

Page

we shall have Gurlitt’s

picture. He was one of a few men whose music is
the true property of child-life.
And there are not
many such men.
Gurlitt, Reinecke, and von Wilm
are among the best composers of children’s music.
Gurlitt was born at Altona, near Hamburg,

in Ger-

many, in 1820.
His wor
re not all instructive
pieces for children.
He
has written sonatas, quartets, operettas, and a grand opera. He was an organist, and at one time musie director in the army.
Of the others above mentioned Reinecke is still
living. He, too, was born at Altona, His “Fifty Children’s Songs” forms one of the most charming books
of music for children that has ever been written.
He
Nikolai von Wilm was born in 1834, at Riga.
taught piano at a school in St, Petersburg; afterward
He has written
he lived in Dresden and in Wiesbaden.
very many works for young pianists, even for the

first grade, always
and rhythm.
To

interesting

play understandingly

the

in harmony,
works

of any

melody,
one

of

these three men is to become acquainted with refined
thought as it is expressed in music.

THE
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THE IRRITABILITY OF THE MUSIC
TEACHER.

BY J. 8. VAN CLEVE.
WHEN a new professor of
music is engaged at a school,
begins to secure students in
asked more frequently of his
he cross?”
Simple and even

the art and science of
or when a new teacher
a city, no question is
pupils than this: “Is
commonplace as this
query is, there is a whole volume wrapped up in it.
What is a cross musie teacher, forsooth? How many

kinds of crossnesses are there? How many stages and
degrees of incipient or inveterate crossness are there?
What is good and wise?
What the reverse?
All
these are germane to the topic, and all are of real
moment.
The object of teaching the art of music at all is to
develop performers and connoisseurs, and to enlarge
thereby the happiness of mankind.
For the purposes
of clearness, but certainly not with any idea of exhausting the possible species of characters in the
professions, we may say that in all, in the ministry,
in medicine, in law, and in public-school

teaching men

and women group themselves into three classes:
First, those who are excessively irritable, vain, and
vindictive.
Second, those who have normal self-con-

trol, and hold all their work in obedience to a high
ideal of conduct, of the rights of others, and of the
possible good to accrue from their activities.
Third,
those who are either too timid, too weak, too vacil-

lating, or too sycophantish to show a reasonable degree of sternness and authority.
With the above set
of ideas in one’s mind it would be casy to split up
the octave of possible characters

not thus, into tonic,

dominant, and octave, but into at least twelve semitones of distinction.
There was a time, about a third of a century ago,
when there were scarcely any men in all the country
music, except foreign-born men, Germans,
Frenchmen, or, possibly now and then, an
Englishman, These were not all equally irascible, but
teaching
Italians,

they one and all were but indifferent musical pedagogues, or would be regarded as such in the fierce
light and competition of to-day. If from the continent of Europe, they were most scantily provided with
English of any kind or description, and to the tension,
and worriment which this unavoidably created, they
added the sensitive impressionability of the musical,
or rather the artistic, temperament, and, on top of
that, they were not long in detecting that as soon
as they had struck terror to the heart of some timid
maiden of fourteen and sent her home in tears there
went out a great awe of them, and mighty fame of
this appalling maestro, this paragon of knowledge
who was likely to have a nervous stroke should one
false note be struck, anywhere within a radius of a
mile, or any one of the required notes omitted on

passing
any pretext whatsoever. All this, happily, is
and
away, just as a dull and benumbing fog
PromeSun’s
the
of
touch
golden
hot
melts at the
thean beam.
he reason is that many native American men are
adopting music as a calling, and they not only know

the temper and culture of the American family, but
they are usually of good American families themselyes, and are not so likely to lord it over their
sisters or brothers as the foreign bear, whose shaggy
tufted wool was partly the covering of his real attainments and partly the safe protection of his ignorance.
There is nothing on earth so blissfully easy
as to smile superciliously over a question which is
beyond one’s depth.
How cross should your teacher allow himself to be?
Well, that just depends.
Let us pack this topie into
an aphorism, by saying you should be just as cross

as will do good, and neither more nor less than that.
Now, how to ascertain just the fine magnetic currents
which influence the needle by this pole is as diflienlt
in musie-teaching as in other species of that work,
and no more 80.
tans this will serve as a working rule: With a
talented, vat indolent, student, inclined to low ideals,

ETUDE

and easily puffed up by praise, be strict, stern, parsimonious of praise, and at times absolutely arbitrary,

and a bit rough. With a pupil timid, but industrious,
be the soul of caution, tenderness, smiling appreciation, and stimulating, but perfectly honest, encouragement. With the pupil who is of mixed material,
be mixed yourself.
Study to carry yourself like a
man who respects himself, and takes it for granted
that all other right-minded people will respect you,
Have an ideal of art above all. Reverence that as
you do your own soul, and show your students that
you are as hard to please with your own doings as
with theirs, and there will be no trouble worth mentioning in commanding their reverence for
you and

for what you teach.

WILLIAM

lator of the speed or tempo that he sees
the absolute
necessity of knowing the meaning of
these terms.

Yor the beginner a good way to iabvoa
ice them in a
compact and easily remembered
form is this:
Andante = rather slowly.
,
Andantin
o so slowly
= not
as andante.
Allegret
=to
not so ¢quickly as
allegro.

Allegro = quickly,

These two root-w ords
can soon be fastened in the
th
and the fact that the
shorter words are the
extremes

can be emphasized,
pare
CRITICISM OF PUPILS
TO OTHERS.

TEMPO.
BY

example, a quarter note—may be taken twice
as fast
in one piece as in another, although the printe
d character remains the same in both. It is
only when he
is impressed with the fact that the
Italian term at
the beginning of the composition is
the key or regu-

BENBOW.

THE
v
ro
livesets
OMetogtatdimaght
Corseof a com-ee
ight tempo
:
Reo
aesterase
self a reliable rule
position would certainly be a target for
ridicule,

for setting the pace or tempo

of a selection,

The

The

ordinary Italian words are not very
accurate, and
there is often such a divergence
of opinion i thi
regard that the best editions now
generally indicg fe
the tempo by the metronome equivalent.
ne
eUpEOsS a composition is set
at 120 to @ quarter
note.
This means that a quarter note
is the unit of
measurement of speed and that
there should be 120 of
these units in a minute or, in other
words. two ee
in a

second. When one wishes to count a
minut of time,
he will usually count sixty, as everyone
hi;as the notion that he can count the seconds
ace urately in
time. Now the actual fact is that
this is exceeding}
difficult for anyone to do. In
the New Forn a i
detective gave an account of a card
sharper wh Ree
to ply his trade on ocean steamers,
aa
In the smoking-room he would
adroit] ly lead th
e
conversation to questions of time, an
d finally wager
that no one could accurately
count a minute.
[T
he would casually suggest
the pooling of the b t:eA
be given to the one who came
nearest, Teen | ‘6:
turn would try, but the sharper invariably
wo. bis a
he did not rely on his sense of time, for
he es Dut
cameo ring in which was a
tiny repeating ar ae
the detective finally noticed that
he always
ry i ae
head on his left hand while counting ae
iis
The general experience is
that everyoiis ne
seconds too quickly. Probably
we do this bi pees
recollect that the clock or watch
ticks rath bi OG
and we forget that the watch
may te ae
times for every second, as a
glance at the meee
of the second hand will show,
Supposin pO
that ticks five to a second: for
every fee iseh

BY P. J. BULLOCK,
A TEAcHER’s suc
cess de
pends, for one thing, upon
securing the con
fidence and esteem of his
pupils, and
the un

qualified res)
avieuer Be ies the community,

teachers,
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THE
MUSICAL
BY

P.

C.

MISFITS.

PEUSER,

M.B.

Mosr of the articles that appear in Tue ErupE
have a trend of thought toward music-teaching only.
While ideas and suggestions relating to music-teaching are very apropos, nevertheless I believe we overlook a very essential factor, in the development of
true musicianship, in not training our pupils along
other lines than those bearing directly upon music.

After the young man

has been graduated in music,

is his musical education alone sufficient to carry him
through life?

“After the toil and trouble
After the weary conflict”
is he ready for the battle of life with only a sword
in his hand?
Has our pupil an adequate supply of
common-sense to apply practically his musical ability,
or has something been overlooked in his education
and will he be another musical misfit?
I am afraid we spend too much time on music-

We
teaching, and not enough on music-preaching.
are too much inclined to stand together in a cluster;
make a circle around us, and say to our students:
“This circle contains nothing but music and dreams.
For common-sense, go elsewhere.” Let us break away
from our sentimental dreaming; let us come down
from our Olympian mount and wander upon the
earth and see if we cannot find other jewels than
those in a rainbow.

Let us be a little more practical

in our teaching and endeavor to remedy some of the
deplorable misfits seen on all sides of us.
DEFINITION.
We say a thing is a misfit when it fails to fit or
fits badly, as a man’s garment; or, in other words,
By
the garment is not in agreement with the man.
lengthening or shortening the garment to suit the
individual—and provided the material is suitable—
Applying this illustrathe two may be harmonized.
tion to music, we may say: A musical misfit is a
musician who is not in harmony with his music. He
is either pitched too high or too low, but can place
himself in concord by drawing the stop of commonsense and playing the dominant chord of reason.
This idea is brought out more forcibly when illus-

trated by examples:

1. Why is it that Professor Smith (formerly John
Smith) insists on teaching the Sunday-School children such songs as “There is a Fountain Filled with
“Come,

Ye Disconsolate,”

No

“Weep

More,”

pieces for
and a thousand other soul-inspiring (7)
and why
live,
to
begun
just
has
child
‘The
children?
should he be forced to sing in a minor mood at a
time when his little heart is full of sunshine? Is the
sentiment of these songs the proper thing for chil{ sincerely believe that our present standard
dren?
and
ymn” music is a decided detriment,
“gospel-h
of
in
,
responsible
is
Smith
1 also hold that Professor
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mannerism.,
Whether or not he got his inspiration
from the candle or the cobwebs, I do not know; yet
he wrote several songs that contained Beethoven
characteristics. I have often thought that if a room
full of cobwebs and dirt could turn out such works,
what would a clean, well-lighted studio do if only
given a chance!
4. Why does Professor Spielhagen persist in making
a freak of himself?
He is easily recognized by his
long, unkempt hair, shabby clothing, and wabbling
gait. He is absent-minded, and reminds the average
observer of an escaped lunatic. Can it be he has such

a fine musical temperament that he considers his outward appearance a secondary matter?
Yet, Herr
Spielhagen wonders why it is that he does not get
along better. His pupils fall off, and the best people
of the town will have nothing to do with him.

of pupils, it will be a great aid.)
Have your rule,
then, and so far as possible maintain it; but (and
here is where tact comes in) a rule may be bent a

little sometimes to suit individual cases!
It is exceedingly trying, especially to one of a
musical temperament, to have to plan and manage
in order to secure the money owed for lessons given.
Your expression—“Those lagging, sagging non-payers”—describes people who fancy they want music,
yet cannot seem to realize that real money must come
out of their pockets to pay for tuition.
I smiled when I read that you “got mad” with old
Deacon Gould for breaking his given word as to
sending his nephews to you and your sister, and when
you said you
smiled again;

felt “just like whipping some one? I
yet how I did sympathize with your

trials!

of old men and women who are thinking of dying.
Never sing such hymns in tne presence of little children. Dying ought to be the last thing every sensible
man should think about.

Having acknowledged this much, however, I must
now begin to preach you a little sermon.
You must not “get mad!”
The moment you lose
—even though but partially—your self-control and
allow yourself to “feel like whipping” some one, you
engender a similar feeling in your neighbor, and bitter
feeling results; hence possible loss of a pupil, or, at
least, a loss of some one’s good-will, which tends
directly or indirectly to business loss. (You see I am
speaking of these things from a business stand-point

(b) Always let reason govern your actions. Think
twice before you speak once, and don’t make an ignoramus of yourself.

way, and say hard things, in an excited
one who has wronged you.

RESUME.

In conclusion allow me to add a few suggestions
to musicians of the above types:
(a) Let your life be full of sunshine; sing funeral
hymns only when requested or when in the presence

(ec) Don’t be a parrot.
Don’t even try to imitate
Beethoven, because you will surely fail. There can
be only one Beethoven,

one

Handel,

one John

Smith.

If your name is John Smith, be a John Smith for all
you are worth.
(d) Don’t be a fool, Comb your hair, polish your
shoes, take the bag from your trousers, and brush

your coat; walk upright like a man and look people
in the face. Take your place in active publie life,
and win the respect of your neighbors by your good
common-sense.
Put yourself in harmony with your
surroundings, and get the proper kind of fits, and
not the sort mentioned in this article.
modern, 1901, up-to-date musician.

In short, be a

merely.)

It is seldom

best to let impulse have its

TACT AND

SELF-CONTROL.
or ADVICE.

My pear Youne Lapizs: Your letter was most
interesting, and shows how greatly you are in need
of counsel.
You are true musicians, and excellent
artists upon your chosen instruments:
piano and
violin; you have the gift of imparting, are patient
with pupils, careful, and thoroughly conscientious
with them; you have a progressive methoa of teaching, and really enjoy your work; your pupils like
and respect you.
All this I saw while you were still in the conservatory, after graduating, as teachers.
I know, however, that you are not satisfied with

manner,

to

The things may be said after the keen desire to
say them has departed;
then one may say them
calmly and rightly, and a good result will come; but

you are young and impulsive and had best refrain
from “giving people a piece of your mind” (which
you seem to think you must do—but you must not).
No, you must learn to “manage” more; if you do not
learn this art of good management, you will continue

to fail, as your letter recounts

you

are failing at

present.
Do you know, your management of the Deacon
Gould situation was far from wise?
Of course, he
was in the wrong, wholly so; his being a deacon in

the church made his direct breaking of the appointment, with no explanation

A LETTER
ILLUSTRATION.

Blood,”
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given, no more

honorable.

Of course, the deacon had no true.sense of the binding
nature of a contract with a music-teacher; but what
can you do to arouse such a leathery conscience? Do
you help him to perceive more clearly by “getting
mad?” Do you help yourself? Do you make matters
better one whit? No. You lost the deacon’s boys—
soon you lost two pupils, friends of the deacon, who
(you say) were doubtless influenced by the deacon
to leave you. Yes, doubtless.
And why?
Because
the deacon was angry; he got angry from you.
I
really believe, had you and your sister called upon
him and his wife the very next day after the broken
appointment, carried the right spirit, said the right
words, that you would have secured the boys for
pupils, after all. By your letter I judge that the

deacon had no particular reason for not wishing them
to study music; his interest in the idea could have
been freshly stimulated, then his influence would have
been for, instead of against, you.
In all your written experience I discern this one

because The aa
great part, for this state of affairs,
and does
selection,
lacking in judgment in his hymn

yourselves as to your business ability. Your own
dealings with the parents or guardians of your pupils
seem to you right, and yet you confess that you
think both you and your sister will become discour-

requested
sic so enchanted his auditors that he was
Sunday.
wing
follo
the
on
it
repeat
to
by the pastor

aged with teaching if you do not succeed better in
obtaining returns from your labor. I know you desire success in a financial as well as a musical sense,
and you will have it, too, but you must be willing
to learn.
Let me come to the point at once: You lack busi-

your whipping, or “wanting to whip’—the many who
dodge their debts. So you see whipping is a great
factor—if let alone!
It is better policy not to whip
anyone—at least not for you to do so yet. You are

ness tact, and must get it straightway.
Since you
seek my advice, I must give it plainly; let me show

whip and when not to, so abstain altogether,
You
need self-discipline before you become the right guide

you a few of your errors:

to your

You “hate to dun” anyone for an unpaid bill, you
say.
Why hate it? You must get over this feeling
at once; yet you must use all your power to prevent the necessity of dunning, as it is unpleasant to

Now, my dear pupils of two years ago, I wish you
the best success, and shall be glad to hear from you
again,

not consider the material with which he is working.
His Easter
2. Professor Jones is a fine organist.
ular. His muprogram was excellent in every partic

nced in that
But the professor was not to be influe
T will not
;
pastor
the
to
d
replie
way: “No, sir,” he
be dictated (!) to. I
to
here
not
am
I
for
it,
repeat
than all the rest of you put
know more about m

together.”
professor’s

In this case—which
head

and

fingers

were

one—the

is @ true
misfits.

hea

this
have heard
On a number of occasions also, I
could
when
he
;
same professor sing beyond his Jimit,

have

made a much

better impression

by keeping

silent.
would
3. [ once had an instrue tor in harmony who
to
try
and
night
at
late
sit in his attic-room till
se he
y
compose by the light of a candle, simpl becau
n
had read somewhere that that was a Beethove

both parties concerned.
From the first have a clear understanding as to
how you prefer your fees (if you have your rule as
to this matter written out clearly upon your billheads, together with your rule concerning absences

factor:

lack of business

not old or wise enough;

own

whip

tact, shown

you

do not

most

know

clearly in

when

to

(or force).

Very sincerely yours,

Tua

which

we willingly do never

tires us;

it is

monotonous drudgery that starves the soul and tires
us of life.
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CLASSICS FOR THE TEACHING
REPERTOIRE.
BY

Like
“tasted,

gested.”

ALBERT

W.

BORST.

books, a great deal of music
some

chewed,

and

a

little

is only to be

is no

end.

And,

while

for
is a

master-pieces ought to be merely the divining rods
pointing out other pearls. Some of the fugues are
highly interesting. To those players who know only
the severe style of Bach, these modern brilliant patterns will prove a pleasant and useful diversion.
The music generally selected from Chopin offers but

such opportunities for attaining independent finger
development as the “Gigue” of this suite.
The memory of Haydn may be kept green by introducing the pleasing “Variations in F-minor.”
The “Fantasia” and “Sonata in C-minor” of Mozart
are both excellent, and contain many passages of technical yalue; but, being so long, it is better to take
From the same composer’s coneither part alone.
certos in C-minor and D-minor, the slow movements
cannot fail to delight every true lover of music.
Tt seems a pity that such a composer as Dussek,
who only wrote for the piano, should be so soon forno
gotten. Several of his sonatas and rondos, while by
the
under
well
lie
and
means great, are melodious,
hand.
The melodious Schubert failed in the bulk of his
to his

lack

of concentra-

Excepting a few isolated movements from his
tion.
ly),
sonatas (which are difficult to procure separate
re.
little can be recommended to the usual repertoi
not
is
A-flat
in
e”
Musical
t
“Momen
g
The charmin

played as much as it deserves to be.
Tt is a mistake to regard Hummel

passé.
showy

And

there

Preludes and Fugues. The present writer has learned
from experience that better results are obtained by
the substitution of some of the French Suites. The
variety of the old dance-forms generally prove attractive; of course, they appear in polyphonic garb.
The fifth set in G is especially taking; few pieces,
even by the great master, are so full of life and offer

owing

are hardly played, than in many of the models so
exultingly held up as paragons. The “Prelude in Dmajor” is an original lyric; the “Etude in B-flat
minor,” with its broad melody set in such attractive

adapted

Those who prescribe Bach, generally recommend the
Inventions, and later possibly some of the forty-eight

works,

does not deter the teacher

arabesque;

and

large catalogue of the finest works requiring close
study, a considerable percentage of these proves unattractive or unsuitable to many students. To moderately skilled players, for instance, the larger pieces of
Chopin (so frequently attempted) offer serious difficulties of a technical nature. Only a small number of
the writings of Schumann seem to be interesting to
even painstaking students, whose minds fail to grasp
the mysticism of the content, but who do not fail
to note the awkward manner in which some of the
thoughts are written. Of the sonatas of Beethoven,
some four or five appear all that are apparently
relished as one might expect.
One of the most difficult problems of a teacher of
advanced students is to choose “study-pieces” for
each individual which he shall be able thoroughly to
assimilate and at the same time enjoy. Our Dill of
fare is too limited. The bare idea of using a single
movement from a sonata appears a kind of sacrilege!
And yet such a course might be just the one to serve
as a further stimulant.

instrumental

in many of his pieces, there remains a great deal of
more serviceable material in many of them, which

di-

taken

Of the making of music—that

skimming—there
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as altogether
Such pieces as the “Rondo Villageois,” the
“Galante,” the “Caprice” (opus 49), and the

sonata in B-flat never fail to interest the pupil.

In spite of the fact that Schumann is the composer
of so many short pieces, he cannot truthfully be said

But advanced players ought
to write for the young.
by no means to neglect this “Browning of music.”

Some of the “Forest Scenes,” the exquisite “Romance
in W-sharp,” the “Blumenstiick,” such gems as these

will always appeal to the romantically inclined.
is abundance of fine practice in excerpts from
There
The “Minuetto Capricciosa,”
of Weber.
sonatas
the
from the great work in A-flat, is published separatel
the pains expended in mastering the novel difficultie
are well repaid by the delightful results obtained.
The gospel according to J. S, Bach has of late been
The
on from musical pulpits.
much commented
present writer believes that, before long, we shall put
back the dial again and acknowledge that we are
Men
underrating another fine pianoforte writer:
inspiration
of
lack
a
is
there
that
Granted
delssohn.

the charming

“Variations

in E-flat,” such

little variety: the same nocturnes and valses, Some
of the mazurkas would prove an easy introduction to
the more elaborate pieces of the Pole. The “Preludes,”
No. 13, in F-sharp; 17, in A-flat; 21 in B-flat could
follow in the same category.
:
Are

we

not,

as

a

class,

too

conservatiye in
a
of materia
l@ fo r our

our
i
as

methods and in the choice
to study?
The main drift of this article is to draw
attention
to some of the less-known sources of musical
inspira.
tion, with the belief that the occasional use of such
would prove a real boon to both teacher and pupil
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be said.
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of the

abit
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THE
VACATION
BY

COOKE,

M.B.

Prowas.y every teacher in this country is confronted at times with the problem of sustaining the
interest of those of his pupils who remain away upon
This condition is especially perp:exlong vacations.
ing to the teacher in a great city, as it naturally follows that a larger percentage of his pupils go away.
In almost all other lines of study the teacher can
look forward to starting in upon the fall work with
a class of pupils refreshed in mind and body and with
sufficient mental material retained in the memory to
make the task of renewing interest very light. With
the teacher of music, however, the conditions are frethe
quently very different, and the first few weeks in
is
He
terror.
of
reign
fall are ofttimes a dreaded
outvarious
by
roughened
hands
pupil’s
find
to
liable
door exercises, to say nothing of the stiffness brought

The vocalist’s voice, too, is

about by lack of practice.

upon
likely to show the results of careless singing
innocent,
other
many
of
and
,
lake-parties
straw-rides,

He is thus unbut vocally injurious, amusements.
freshened intelpupil's
the
of
able to take advantage
solect as is his brother who teaches mathematics,
valuab‘e
this
waste
Sanscrit. He must
ciology, or
time of the year in attempting to bring the pupil

back to a former manual or vocal standard,
‘This apparently necessary plight of both teacher
and pupil is made more obstructive to progress
ons.
by the gradually increasing length of vacati
Whereas, in many other countries, the residents content themselves with a rest of a few weeks, the welltwo to six
to-do American extends his vacation from
without.
be,
will
future
the
in
ncy
The tende
months.
period.
this
se
decrea
than
rather
extend
to
doubt,
w
It is a natural corollary of the increasing
tions upon the
The effect of long
our country.
were it
musician’s bank-aceount would be disastrous
for
rates
of
scale
sing
increa
not for the constantly
r or vacasumme
the
and
rs
teache
by
ed
charg
n
tuitio
are
tion school. ‘The opportunities for earning money
the
g
feelin
is
an
musici
the
and
now,
r
much greate
influence of the commercial activity.
No doubt, most teachers have thought out many
different

solutions

to

problem

the

of providing

the

Among
pupils with material during the summer.
modern musical educators no system of teaching is
approved that does not tend to make the pupil
eventually independent. Before a pupil can be trusted
from the
to practice without constant attention
any
attempt
to
allowed
be
not
teacher, he should
o!dline of progressive vacation work. According to
fashioned

methods,

the pupil

was

exercises

given

to

how the
practice with very little instruction as to
insists
custom
Modern
.
played
exercises were to be
and then do,
how,
know
first
must
pupil
the
that
of simplified
It has thus come about that by means
s the pupil
device
other
by
and
c
techni
of
principles
is enabled

to do much

present writer's opinion

independent

work.

It is the

that the student should

be

as elementary
placed on an independent footing, as far
ned, as soon
concer
are
technic, rhythm, and phrasing
informed as
be
lenst
at
can
pupil
as possible. The
injurious to
to what may be considered as positively
.
results
bad
avoid
to
touch, and advised how

the teacher to
This being done, it is possible for
by

can be kept up
map out a summer course that
teacher, end if posthe
from
means of weekly letters
part of the pupil
the
on
visit
ional
occas
sible by an

If the student is advanced
to the teacher's studio.
valuable time may be
much
very
and conscientious,
It cannot take much more
saved in this manner.
er to map out a course
teach
the
than an hour for
Dividing the pupil's
of study for a few months.
ice, etude Brnctics;
pract
ical
practice-time into techn
musical compositions, a
l
specia
upon
ice
pract
and
given week can be devised
schedule for each day in @
B88; By the ad
pre
make
may
by which the pupil

are given the invenest
of a typewriter, the schedules
tion
of special

ment, should

printed

advices.

be supplemented

This

weekly

by weekly

for the pupil to receive advantages equal to those to

technical characteristics in one splendid finale.
On
the whole, few better collections can be found in all
musical literature.
The teacher is given abundant
opportunities to point out new beauties, to indicate
difficulties, and to instruct the pupil upon many rare
technical occurrences.
The correspondence during the summer naturally

be had

takes much time and the teacher has a right to ex-

the teacher to the pupil and from the pupil to the
teacher. The pupil, if ambitious, will be prompted to
ask as many necessary questions as when the lesson
is given personally. The teacher, knowing the work
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appor

letters from

aliotted,

can also ask questions

forth instructive answers.
from

the teacher

designed

to bring

lt is, of course, impossible
“in the flesh.”

This

work,

however, is not designed to take the place of regular
tuition

when

it can

be had, and does

not invade

the

much discussed territory of musical correspondence
schools, nor does it attempt to decide whether the
latter are good or bad. It simply aids the pupil and

teacher in keeping up the interest as well as the practical side of musical work.
One of the requisites of the course is an adequate
instrument.

In case

it is impossible

to obtain

excellent. piano the clavier is then indispensab‘e.

an

It

is, however, extremely unwise to permit a pupil to
use a clavier until its purpose has been thoroughly
explained.
The- inadvisability of practicing upon a
bad instrument has been too frequently pronounced
to need any further denunciation. ‘Technic is and always will be largely a matter of practice, and the
student demands a keyboard for practice purposes

equally as good as that used by the greatest performers.

Thanks to the enterprise of the modern publisher,
there are now numerous editions of technical works
that are admirably adapted to this plan. Dr. Mason,
Stephen Emery, and many of our American specialists
have reduced the acquisition of technie to a positive
The teacher familiar with their works can
science.
lay his finger upon an exercise capable of supplying
any technical deficiency. In the matter of etudes the
present-day music market is especially rich. Colleetions of the very best etudes in musical literature are
now sold at prices that would have made the oldentime teacher leap with joy.
More than this, the
etudes are graded in books according to their di
culty, and greatly varied. ‘lhey are also progressive
in order.
These collections are indispensable to the
modern teacher. In correspondence etudes can be referred to by their respective numbers and much time
may thus be saved.
The excellent cheap editions of good music now
upon the market afford much assistance to the pupil
in summer work. With the advanced pupil it is often
wise to make a summer study of some one coniposer’s
works or rather some special division of a composer's
works,

as

the

nocturnes

of Chopin,

the

sonatas

of

Haydn, the rhapsodies of Liszt, or the “Songs Without Words” by Mendelssohn.
Even if the summer
study amounts to little more than a thorough investigation

of work

laid

out

for

a coming

season,

the

vacation will not have been wasted. Before the pupil
starts upon a summer vacation each bar of the music
to be studied should be carefully numbered to correspond with the teacher's copy, so that reference can
readily be made to any particular part of a composi-

tion.
Let us suppose that the teacher desires some time
to he spent upon Schumann's “Symphonic Etudes.”
Although they are drawn, to a certain extent, from

the melody of Hauptiman von Fricken, they cannot
be said to be variations in the old-fashioned sense of
the term. The treatment in each etude is so radically
different from any other that make especially good
material for this purpose.
Furthermore they are
{welye
twelve

in number, and
weeks long the

readily made.
tom of some

as the average vacation is
apportionment can be very

It is sometimes wise to follow the cusof our latter-day European

teachers, and

make each etude tend to develop some particular
phase of pianoforte playing.
Etude number 2, for
instance, is an admirable study for developing the
singing tone, while number 3 aids the pupil in his
staccato and arpeggio work:
eftudes 4 and 5 in
octave and hand touches, etudes 6 and 7 in bravura
in brilliant styles, etude 8 in rhythm, etude 9 in

velocity, etude 10 in foree, etude 11 in lightness and
pure legato; the twelfth etude is general in style
and purpose, and seems to unite all the previous

pect
the
time
The

a remuneration for this service. The writing of
weekly letter requires about the same length of
as is usually given to the regular lesson period.
teacher may frame a scale of rates accordingly.

It needs but a few weeks of such study to convince
the most skeptical pupil of the wisdom of such a
course, and when once the teacher can make the long
summer vacation a means of progress rather than a
musical decline he will then become an enthusiastic
admirer of the summer course I have described.

ART

OF LIVING:
BY

THERE is
of playing,”
ning of this
of living for

EVA

FOR 1HE MUSICIAN.
HEMINGWAY.

much written on “Art of singing,” “Art
“Art of breathing,” and, at the begintwentieth century, we would add, “Art
the musician.” It is said “Every bar of

music must have a man behind it”; therefore, this
being true, harmony can only come from a loving
and tender heart. Hence the musician who is to give
to the world a message must send it, not to the intellect, but to the heart of the listener,
And the

singer, player, or composer who fails in this may be
sure he has missed his mark.
Philosophers say the twentieth century is to bring
forth more psychic development than has ever been
known before.
We have already had our physical
and intellectual ages; the spiritual age must come.
Hence, the musician must learn that there is something besides a set rule of composition, voice development, and a method of technic. He must get poise
to his soul.
The glaring faults of an artistie temperament—
irascible temper (another name for pure egotism),
worry, and jealousy (which is the child of worry),
these must

be eliminated.

The time

is coming

when

these faults will not be tolerated by the world simply
because “He is a musician.”
‘The musician must.
attune his life until it is in aecord with the throb of
the great spiritual measure.
The object of life is
growth.
Harmony favors a more rapid growth.
The young musician studies the life of Wagner,
with his hot temper, fits of impatience, and all his
follies, and thinks these are the requisites that make

a musician, but he must soon learn that the musician’s idiosynerasies—temper, ete.—are not conducive to producing best results.
Wagner lost his
life in a fit of anger. True, he was worn by deprivation and misunderstanding, but it is a question
whether he would have encountered these hardships
had he learned “the art of living.”

Ifarmony is strength; therefore the strongest melodies will come from him whose soul is full of love for
all mankind.
In all Christ’s teachings it was “Do
unto others” and “Be ye perfect,” not “Try to do”
and “Try to be.”
Musicians! emancipate yourselves from such rank
egotism as jealousy and anger.
Great thinkers are
ridding themselves of these words, for they are no
more necessary than are murder or theft. “As a man
thinketh in his heart, so is he.
We as musicians must no longer foster, but destroy,
the notorious detriments of growth that have clung
to us, and thereby ecelerate progress.

Asipr from native refinement, culture, and experience, which are obviously essential, there are four
attributes that go to make a good teacher: First and
foremost is sincerity. The second is disinterestedness,
Fourth, and last, a teacher
The third is sympathy.
needs enthusiasm—that
larger, diviner sympathy.—
Dresser.

THE
OUR

NATIONAL
BY

ROBERT

FAILING.
BRAINE,

TuE wise man is never satisfied with things as they
are. Knowing the imperfection of all human institutions, he is constantly seeking to better them.
Musical education in the United States has made in-

credible improvement within the past quarter century,
and great advancement even during the last decade.
Still, are there not many improvements yet to be
made?
If there is one common failing which our American
music-teachers, brilliant, ingenious, and gifted as they
are, possess, I should say it was a disposition to
hurry their pupils up the hill of Parnassus at too
lively a rate. The little microbe Rushus Americanus
is in the air, and it seems to surge through the blood
of the follower of every trade, profession, and business in our country. We are a nation of rushers.
I was talking with a great European musician once
about the opportunities for music-study in the’ United
States. “Have we not as great teachers of music in
the United

States

as in Europe,’

I asked

him, “for

in addition to our own teachers do not some of the
greatest European teachers come here to teach? Why
cannot a pupil learn as well under the great imported
teacher here, as if he had sought him on his native
heath?”
“Simply because this teacher's character and manner of teaching undergoes a great change as soon
as he arrives in this country,” was the European’s
reply; ‘no sooner is he domesticated in the United
States,

than

he is caught

in the

whirl

and

fierce

energy of American life and becomes a changed being. Everyone is engaged in a mad race to make a
fortune,

and

make

it in the shortest

possible

time.

Even a teacher of music does not despair of heaping
together a fortune, or at least a competence.
“The newly arrived teacher finds prices for teaching
very high in the case of eminent talent, and the scale
work,

solo

for

of prices

composing,

directing,

etc.,

many times higher than in his own country.
All
that is required of him in return for this stream of
gold is that he shall live the ‘strenuous life’ you have
here in America, and keep step with the rushing pace
which is the rule in every profession. Ie soon finds

that his pupils want

quick methods,

want to be turned

progress, and

and lightning

out ‘finished artists’

time it would take in Europe. He therea special ‘rush attachment’ on the method
Europe for the benefit of American pupils.
remained in Europe he would have followed
the old conservative methods which deal with musical development as a wise gardener deals with his
plants, knowing that hot-bed methods will not produce vigorous natural growth.”
While I think my European friend has much overin half the
fore grafts
he used in
“fad he

drawn the state of affairs, still there is no doubt that,
as a nation, we are disinclined to follow the slow
in
European methods, and seek to invent short cuts

eduthe acquirement of technic and general musical
Some of these short cuts we have invented
cation.

are, no doubt, excellent, but others are at the expense

of sound musical growth.
We are a nation of record-breakers.

We not only
machinery
hest
the
producing
of
have the reputation
and manufactured articles in the world, but of producing them in the shortest possible time. Time and
again we have wrested contracts for bridges, locomotives, and manufactured goods of all kinds from foreign competitors,
petitors.

because

the goods

lay down

Now,

have

we

could

not

many

a bridge or

build

in half the time
of our

of our

com-

music-teachers

imbibed this fierce energy and desire to break records
which seem to be floating in the air, with the result
that pupils are hurried through a course in half the

time

which

should

be given

to it?

An

American

teacher in many cases tries to take a pupil over a
course in one and a half or two years, to which his
Kuropean brother would deyote three years at least.
We should remember that musical growth is not

ETUDE

at all like buiiding suspension bridges and locomotives.
‘There is no limit to the speed at which a
locomotive can be turned out, provided the plans are
perfect and enough men are put on the work. Mental
development is another thing. It cannot be hurried
except at the expense of thoroughness. It takes just
as long to mature a youth in America as in Europe,
and longer to mature

a music-student,

from

the fact

that opportunities for hearing music of the best class
are less, except in the very largest of our cities. Art
is a very jealous mistress, and exacts the full tribute
of study from every votary.
The reason why the
greatest musicians of the present day come out of
Europe is not because the average of talent there is
higher, but because students are forced to do their
work in so much more thorough a manner and because they put in so many hours more on their s
than students in America.
The German mus
dent on his
satisfied to
same energy
to the study
ber of hours

native heath, for instance, is perfectly
drudge along, studying musie with the
and determination which he would give
of law or medicine, and the same numwhich a baker or machinist would de-

vote to the acquirement of a trade.
He does not
think that eight or ten years is too long to devote
to the learning of so diflieult a profession
as music
This same thoroughness extends to every
trade end
profession in Germany.
Even a baker must spend
seven years in learning his trade. This thoroughness
is characteristic

of national

life in the

older

settled

European communities.
Our larger American colleges
of music and con; yatories are less open to the charg
se!
e of using foreing processes than the rank and file of priva
te teachate
ers, especially in the smaller cities
and Villages,
Pupils of the latter are in many insta
nces put to
work on difficult pieces when they have har
ti
‘dly mas-i
tered the rudiments of music.
he wi
2
rushed through exercises and pieces
oon, ee
if it were not ruinous.
Young misses and ae .
have a repertoire which a Paderewski
need ni a
ashamed of. They have “been
over” all this = .
to use their expression, but cannot play a
bit cae
Hustling, bustling young America
is esponaitie a
much of this forcing process, for in many in a
tn
the teachers that adopt conservative
meted ee
voted

“slow,”

and

the

teacher

being does not arrive at the age of manhood any
sooner in America than in Europe, and that
it takes
a student just as long with us to develop
the fourth
finger or to perfect a trill as it does across the water.
Dame Nature refuses to be hurried by
educational
short cuts.
It is an easy matter to add a story to a
house or
a spire to a church, but quite
another thing to add

% foot to the stature of a man.

with musical minds of rank

to corr

destitute of any solid attainments.

Te

mind

theta matter what they be.

with

mental ee naturally been reflected in dealings

where, instead evelopment, and educational growth,
being a benefit, it ruins instead of
rules, inHaRsilysofhowever
ment
, there are signs of improve-

s
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THE
FIVE-MINUTE

TALKS

WITH

careful a system of signs for their observance as for
the sounds which they wish produced, and called

GIRLS.

them “rests,” and then these were so ignored that
they adopted yet another sign, calling it a “hold,”
and over their rests they placed this mute appeal that
the rests be held!
It is the fashion of youth to ride rough-shod over

The Silences of Music.
BY

HELENA

M.

MAGUIRE,

We speak of music as sound; but did you ever try
to imagine music that was nothing but sound, music
Continuous sound,
without its necessary silences?
sound without pause, or rest, or intermittent silences,
would inevitably become torture,—would be simply
unbearable.

To think of music as sound dotted with occasional
silences is like speaking of the world as water emby

phasized

spots

occasional

of

While

Jand.

the

these beseechings for silence. It goes along with the
impulse to skip the finest portions of a book to get
at the “story part.” This, however, is but one stage
in the advancement of a girl; everyone really prefers
being of good taste to being convicted of a bad taste,
and it is by the cultivation of a refined taste that
one becomes patient and even anxious to look and to
listen for the beautiful in everything rather than the
astonishing.

water is the greater by actual measurement, it would

although much the less as to quantity, gives it value
So it is with music, and every girl
and purpose.
learn to think

of music

still, and that all insect-life sends forth
drone which increases to quite enormous
concentrates

if one

attention

one’s

upon

a hum and
proportions

Yet this

it.

is stillness and calm, and the bird-note, which lifts
itself out of the quiet, seems to be but a sweet con-

firmation of the general serenity.
I suppose that, having good ears, it would be as
diflicult to withstand absolute silence as it is total
When we find ourselves in a very dark
darkness.

room it is as natural for us to shut our eyes against
the intense darkness as it is against a strong blaze
total
of light. It is, indeed, as impossible to imagine
We know that prisonsilence as it is utter darkness.
ers in the dungeon of olden times became so accuswhich

with

blackness

to the

tomed

they

sur-

were

rounded as to be able to see in it; so that one feels
that while one has eyes there is no total darkness,

and that much the same is true of silence.
ears

healthy

that

maddening

absolute

find

would

as too great noise;

I fancy

silence

the ears were

as

formed

it would
for the reception of sound and the absence of
be as trying to them as is the absence of air to the
lungs. So that, in speaking of the silences of music,
we do not necessarily mean an aural barrenness, but
rather a judicious cessation of sound.
Jn considering

this question, we

have

to remember

they
that the notes played are not all of music, that
are

really

only

the

beginnings,

as

it were,

and

that

e
it is the presence or absence of the overtones relativ

n noise
to the notes played which distinguishes betwee
ous rush
and music, If music is made such a continu

except
that there is no chance to hear the overtones
only
but
music,
no
is
there
then
jumble,
as a blurred

to the fundamental
noise in meaningless bulk. But if
allow the overwhich
pauses
sounds are added those

tones to vibrate, then “music

is awakened,” as the

it, and if thereold balladists used quaintly to express
pedals, as well
the
hich
after comes a silence, during W
on is swept
vibrati
all
and
d,
release
are
notes,
as the
strain and
its
relaxes
ar
e
ane of the

away,

the membr

the listener is prepared for a new dip into: the sea umot

ir1 the very minim
that. we take no
of time, and
as refreshing
cognizance of it; yet it is, nevertheles:
and breat
gla
the
across
as the passing of a cloud
ai inter
‘These silences and
lessness of a July noon.
the m
of
part
a
much
so
are
sound
the
of
ruptions
sound.

All this may
be

sie that

we

may

be done

quickly

over

so

be no

more

eonseious

OF A

of them

than

a part of the
we are of the myriad sounds which are
make music.
which
is
it,
country stillness : ; yet these
h a proper
beseec
and
g
be
composers
1
the
how
And
ed as
invent
have
They
attention for these silences!

have learned from experience that the professional
artist can seldom be reckoned among the best teachers, whereas musicians of fewer pretensions to public
performance, who possess, nevertheless, great ability
and great knowledge, have—thanks to the additional
gifts of patience, firmness, independence, and talent
for teaching—among their pupils artists of the first
rank.
The price which a teacher asks for his lessons is
not a trustworthy measure of their value.

My advice in the matter is this: Choose a teacher
who is neither incapable nor overrated; who is dea musician, but a man.

TEACHER.

ean

BY MAX

BISPING.

and silence,

as sound

for the one complements the other; the one could
necesnot exist without the other, and silence is as
sound.
is
as
music
of
making
sary to the
There is sometimes a mistaken idea as to what
silence really is. Silence is not necessarily a vacuum,
We speak of the
an absence of all sound whatever.
silence of the country, and yet on the very stillest
afternoon, if you bethink you of the “silence which
reigns,” you will find that all the air is filled with
sound; that the trees whisper and sigh and are never

edge of the principles—founded on psychology—of
pedagogies.
In so far as he is not clearly conscious
of the developing power—the inner being—of his art,
just so far he is from awakening that power.
We

cided, prudent, devoted

THE CHOICE

be but a meaningless waste were it not that the land,

should
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TRANSLATED

BY

FLORENCE

LEONARD.

EVERYONE of us is, day after day, obliged to turn
to some one for assistance, perhaps in small matters,
perhaps in great ones. If possible, we seek a person
of who we know beforehand that he works to our
satisfaction. Consider the importance of intrusting a
child to a teacher whose work is notably good.
Of course,
Number one
wishes

parents vary in their requirements.
will have a teacher who follows his

absolutely,

whether

those

wishes

are

reason-

able or not. As a result, the teaching is most probably
without system, without earnestness, so indifferent
that it calls out neither application nor diligence from

the child. It is nothing but a faree. Possibly the
child will have talent and be able to display some
brilliancy to its admiring friends and relatives; then
the parents think it a wonder of virtuosity. In order
to reach such a point, many a poor pupil is buried
under mountains of exercises, which do little to help
true artistic development.
Such teaching is only a
drill-exercise.
Unless the study of music is carried on with conscientious application, unfailing patience, and logical
system it will induce vain and injurious habits, inattention, and vague, indefinite states of feeling. It

will never be the positive and powerful developing
and civilizing agent that it can be.
Many parents, through a mistaken notion, either
defeat their own object or make it almost unattainable.

They

think:

“for beginners

do if he is only cheap enough.”

any

teacher

chances

as not

at all gifted,

to study.

An unlucky

They under-rate the

and

have

no

fate sends

further

them

to

the teacher who fails to awaken and develop their
talent.
This mistake can only be accounted for by absolute
ignorance of proper musie-study. Wor it is in the very
beginning that the greatest accuracy and concentra-

tion must be inisted upon.

Failing this, progress is

halting, the pupil discouraged,
every

conscientious

teacher

and, furthermore,

knows

to

his

as

sorrow,

many a fault becomes a habit most difficult to
up later. It takes years to repair the mischief
quickly done by a careless teacher.
To go to the opposite extreme is as great an
though it is not as often committed,
Parents
wish the best possible instruction are apt to

one.

And,

who

is not only

Choose a personality if you

after

your

choice

is carefully

made, abide by it.
By changing about from one
teacher to another people get the reputation—not a
desirable one—of being superficial and indifferent.
This is true aside from the fact that nothing hinders
systematic progress so much as a frequent change

of teachers.
When you select your piano, get a grand piano if
you can afford it, and if your rooms are large enough.
At any rate, be warned against the common notion
that a cheap, second-hand piano is good enough to
begin on. Aside from the fact that from such a rattlebox neither ears nor fingers learn much, it is a poor
investment.
When you are ready to exchange it for
a better one you will receive almost nothing for it,
and the person who has been accustomed to that
action will have to learn new muscular movements
to fit the new, stiffer action,—will waste time.
If you hesitate to buy a piano before you know
whether your child has any musical ability, then rent
an instrument for a short time. Almost any dealer
will make fair terms with you if you decide to purchase a piano.
If you are not a judge of pianos, see that some
competent person assists you in choosing it; and,
when you have it, place it in a room where practicing
and lessons can go on with the least possible interruption.

PERSISTENCE
BY

LOUIS

AND WORK.
ERNST.

will

influence of music on their child. They demand only
what is trivial, and are satisfied with that. The student plods along, usually confused and uncertain,
with no spirit, no taste in his work.
It is mostly
the least talented ones who hold out the longest. The
talented ones lose all courage, so that they are often
set down

find

to his art;

break
very

“PERSISTENCE will make a genius as well as an
artist” said a teacher friend of mine the other day,
while we were talking on what may be accomplished
by steady work in any direction, whether or not one
possessed any special talent in that particular line.
“Do you mean,” I asked him, “that by longcontinued effort he will acquire the talent, or succeed
in spite of not possessing it?”
“Well,” he replied, “it would not much

matter which

way one reached the point. There's a good deal in
what Mirabeau said: ‘Nothing is impossible to the
man who can will, and you know that Dr. Arnold
said that the difference between boys was not so
much in talent as in energy.”
“But,” I pursued, “your quotations do not deny but.
that the person who exercises energy as an adjunct
to talent will go further than he who has the energy
only.”

“That may be;
that is, the degree of success
may be affected by the presence or absence of original
error,
talent,” he said.
who
“But what you say shows the t you believe there is
think
such a thing as acquired talent.”
that it can be given only by a player who handles *
“T doubt it. You may, I think, develop a talent
his instrument with the utmost skill and unexceptionthat had not had opportunity to show itself, but that
is itself presence of talent.”
able taste.
True, no teacher who has not mastered
“T admit hard work will do much, but there is a
his instrument, whose playing is faulty, whose judgment is deficient, can make good players of his pupils;
difference between what you mean and what T think,”
but the greatest artist,—the virtuoso himself,—canI replied.
not fulfill even the first requirements of good teaching
“Well,” he answered, “it, may be as you say, but

if he has not the talent for teaching, and some knowl-

work counts, and way up too.”
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THE STORY
ADAPTED

OF A MELODY.

Was I ever again to see my parents, my

forth to-morrow

A prisoner, perhaps, to be led

to kneel on the ground

and receive

the bullets of the soldiers—for my love to my native

land!
My brain reeled with the thoughts that filled
it; the summer-heat of the narrow prison-cell
seemed
as that of a furnace.
‘ Suddenly my attention was arrested. ‘Throu
gh the
silence of the night, upon the torrid, stifling
air, stole
a phrase of melody so soft, so exquisite, so melancholy, that it pierced my inmost heart, soothing, like
a cool mountain-breath laden with delicate odors and
filled with the murmur of brooks and free bird-son
gs,

my tortured spirit. ‘Tears rushed to my eyes. Was
it a song? No; there was no voice, Silent for an
instant, it arose again, the fragment taking to itself

harmonies such as were never heard before—
such as
Orpheus might have drawn forth. It was the
sound
of a violin,
How

shall

I describe

that

music?

Writhing

in

despair as 1 was—the dungeon, the galleys, death,
before my eyes,—it raised me to the height of rapture
;
it filled me with the joy of freedom, and yet, strangest,

of all, with feelings solemn
silence

of the night it stole

and profound!
like magic

On the

music;

the

light of heaven seemed gilding the bars of my window; clear, softly swelling, like angel-voices,—plaint-

ive, imploring, like the accents of love-—that wondrous harmony took possession of my care-fraught
soul.

Then

the player, as it seemed,
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improvised

now glided the tones along;

airs

now

he rose into energy and power, now melted in the most

seducing
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like pearl-drops.
music,

So

yet the notes were ever clear—

Never can I forget the effect of this

sweet

and

exquisite,

yet full

of sadness;

now

swelling into silvery richness, now dying gently
away. It was like the noble, melancholy plaint of an

imprisoned king.
The thought entered my heart:
how much have those who are better than we oft to

suffer!’

And in the midst of misfortune I felt a calm-

ness and a trust which I could never have obtained
through the pleadings of reason,
The player continued his music, and I knew not whether to wonder

most at his compositions or his execution. He seemed
at length under the influence of inspiration;
his
measures

were

full

of fire;

he passed

into

stranger

combinations, into bolder and wider flights—yet surpassing harmony was in all; and he appeared to
create difficulties only to triumph over them.

The music at last ceased, but it lingered unforgotten
in my soul; ay, I longed more to hear it again than
to recover freedom!
eee
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people endowed with as broad an education in the
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soul. All poets of antiquity were musicians,
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[A German musical publication addressed letters to
a number of prominent composers asking about the
have great interest to our readers, particularly those
who are studying composition, whether in the early or
advanced stages. Several more will follow in a later
number of THE Erupr.—EKd.]
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My “first work,” like many others, has a peculiar
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and strange story.
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sion to compose

theoretic and practical knowledge of music there is
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which 1 knew almost by heart.
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quire the most strenuous application and unwavering
concentration of mind.
Take the matter of sight-reading, for example. ‘This
is often looked upon as a special gift, when more

frequently it is an acquirement,—the result of the
most intense mental concentration through toilsome
years.
To read music at sight, especially classical
music—which is based upon complex structural laws
—demands intellectual activity at its highest power.
The ability to comprehend at sight a musical composition, not only in its general form, but in the
infinite variations in which it is marked out in detail,
is an intellectual feat that may well be envied by
both the scientist and the man of letters. Breadth
of conception, swiftness of insight, certainty of action
—these are mental powers well worth striving for,
and musical study that is worthy of the name will
bring these powers to a high state of discipline quite
as surely as the study of logic or pure mathematics.
DeManbs

or MusicaL

In respect to musical

Composirion.

composition,

it is, of course,

self-evident that the brain of the composer must be
trained in advance. After all allowances have been

made for genius, inspiration goes limping if deprived
of the necessary mental equipment, and while study
in many fields is helpful to the composer, his chief
reliance must always be upon the development that
his intellectual powers have received from the study
of his chosen art.
If it is urged that composing is not everybody’s
affair, take another illustration: that of listening to
music.
There are few whom this does not concern.
If the literary man who looks askance at musical
study as idle and unprofitable could have presented
to him a mental photograph of his thought processes

while he is listening to musie, it would be a startling
revelation to him. For if the process of composition
is wonderful, the ability to comprehend a musical
composition

as it is presented,

under

the necessary

time-limitation imposed upon music, is no trivial
matter.
Our literary friend would be ashamed to
listen to a lecture—the nearest analogy in point of
time-limitation—with as little comprehension as he
must in his complacent ignorance listen to music.
And yet in respect to the complexity of impressions
produced in a single instant the lecture does not

begin to make the demand upon the intellect that is
made by a musical composition.
Add to this complexity of impressions the almost
unique relation that music sustains to time, and it
will be seen that the ability to discriminate rapidly
and without confusion requires mental alertness of
the highest order.
To the book, the statue, the
mathematical

problem,

or

the

chemical

experiment

one may return again and again. But by the great
majority of listeners the symphony must be analyzed
and comprehended as it passes, or not at all. To
most people, when the tide of sound has receded there
is left only the memory of a vague delight.
A few
comprehend the general outline of the composition.
But only those who are finely qualified by long study
of the art grasp its full beauty and significance.
Tt would, of course, be possible to treat this subject more in detail: to show by concrete examples
how musie combines in itself the discipline offered
by other studies.
Here it demands mathematics;
there, logic; at another point it presses science into
i
vice; poetry is its willing ally, and mechanical
skill its ready servant.
But enough has been said to
indicate the general line of the argument.
li in a
given instance musical study fails to train the mind,
the fault lies either with the teacher or with the
pupil. Musie when studied as an art affords mental
discipline of a high order. To allow any lower claim
to exclude it from its true place as one
than this
of the chief factors in securing a well-rounded education.
tv people spent

the time in correcting

their faults

that they take to make excuses for them, they and
their neighbors would get on more smoothly, and all
be happier.
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of all the pitfalls that lie in the path of

the student, none is so dangerous, or so unsuspected,
as that state of mind which regards music as a means
to some particular end, and not as an art which
should be studied simply and solely for its own sake.
To obtain praise, to gain money and position, to
create a stir in the world—these are but a few of the
incentives to long and careful study which dominate

many of our most prominent young musicians; ambition is pursued at the sacrifice of contentment and
happiness, and the solace of sweet sound is lost in
strenuous effort to become famous.
Legitimate ambition is very praiseworthy, but
ambition can be looked on with favor which leads
possessor to forget his art in his love of self.

the

no
its
He
who studies music must put music first; he must love
it as he loves his own life; and he may rest assured
that, until he can do so, he is not worthy of success

and fame. Money will not bring him happiness, nor
will applause, if these stand higher in his regard than
his art. Music belongs to the spiritual part of man’s
nature: money is of the earth, earthy.
The desire to be praised leads students to attempt
pieces which are far too advanced for their mental,
artistic, and physical gifts; they cannot remain content to develop their powers slowly and surely, but
must needs try to reach the top of the tree without
first doing the necessary climbing.
The consequence
is that, in many cases, they do themselves incalculable
harm, and cripple the very talents they are wishful
to cultivate.
Music must be studied; it cannot be
played with. The ground must be traversed slowly,
and with patient steps; he who runs will stumble and
fall, and will probably injure himself mortally.
All teachers must have observed this desire, which

most pupils evince, of wishing to study pieces which
zt beare technically difficult. They wish to play
They despise Menfore they have finished Czerny.
delssohn’s “Songs Without Words” and scoff at
Mozart’s sonatas. They will have a piece which shall
show off their technical powers to the fullest advantage. Why? Is it because they obtain more pleasure from “showy” pieces than they do from less diftiIf so, they are not

cult, but more beautiful, works?

true musicians. But, in most cases, they are simply
possessed by a ridiculous anxiety to excite the w onder
and admiration of their friends: they do not study
music, but their own vanity. This impulse should be
checked at the outset. The pupil should be made to
see that he degrades music when he uses it entirely
A simple piece of music,
for his own selfish ends.
provided it be instinct with beauty, is just as worthy
of performance as a difficult one; and to neglect many
of the gems of our pianoforte literature just because
they happen to be technically easy is to act contrary
Even our greatest
to all the canons of true art.

pianists do not neglect elementary pieces, for it often
happens that music which is technically simple
is yet full of deep and tender poetry which calls
for the touch of a true musician and poet, Some
are the simplest, and he who
of the greatest worl
neglects these for reasons of personal vanity is not
only injuring himself, but is also insulting the art
which he professes to love.
This peculiarly modern craving for fame often leads
pianists into wilful exaggeration w hen performing the
rs. They feel that they must,
works of the great m
and so, by ridiculous manoriginal;
be
costs,
at all
nerisms and absurd eccentricities, they try to attract
That kind of conduct
the attention of the public.
praiseworthy enough for a sixth-rate show
but one does not expect to seit from an earnest

he

may

man,

student of music.
the

composer

simply

and

All music should

intended

naturally.

it to

be

be performed

performed:

No amount

that

of straining

as
is,

after

effect has ever yet established a permanent reputa
tion, while it very often does much to hinder one’s
advance toward success
And, in conclusion, it should
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the simplest piece of music, if it be
is worthy of the deepest respect:
formed in all humility, and even
private it will serve as a tribute of
tion to the dead composer.
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a work of beauty
it should be perif played alone in
respectful admira-
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that

stand

within

the

vestibule

of the twentieth

Americans reach in the noble art of music depends
largely, if not entirely, upon ourselves. As Emerson
has somewhere said, “We shall find no more of beauty
than we carry with us.”

Shall it still continue to be

Possible to say of us, as a leading critic in the greatest

BENEDICT.
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musician.

Command

of all

the well-nigh infinite variety of tonal witchery which

the wizard, Touch, can persuade from the strings.
To awaken the general public to a better appreciation of what music is, and what is its place in life,
by beguiling as large a portion as possible of the said
public into attendance at thoroughly good concerts

and recitals.

Such

beguiling is not impossible, and

there are several avenues to the goal of its accomplishment.
To impress upon even young students the truth that
brains, as well as hands, are for every-day use.
To affectionately reverence the noble art you study,

or with which you may have been but toying, as the
most
which
men.
study,
power

subtle and the most beautiful of all the arts
have through the centuries been the joy of
To affectionately reverence the instrument you
as that which will lead you, have you but the
to follow, to the innermost shrine of the Beauti-

ful.
To be present at every thoroughly good concert and

recital that strenuous efforts will bring within your
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“Then, perhaps, she would better not study at all.”
“I should like to study about six ycars, and I like
exercises,

and

should

love

to

know

how

to

play,”

spoke up the little miss—a child of about twelve
years—with some spirit.
“Your daughter ought to study music; a spirit
like that in a girl should be encouraged.”

THE

TEACHER'S

have said to herself: “Limes are not what they used
to be when I was a girl.’ No matter what she
thought, she gave up trying to solve the problem,
and she let me have my own way after that.

WAY.

IL.
MADAME

Lirrre Della Crane

A, PUPIN.

came to the school, but she had been taught by her
mother, who had old-fashioned ideas, and consequently Della had to have a careful training in technie, and learn to use her hands and fingers somewhat
differently from the way she had been doing. Rios
awhile she had a piece. When she had practiced a
certain time on this piece, I saw that she would fall
back into old ways if she practiced longer on it, 50
I said: “Put this piece away and do not touch ib

again till I tell you. I have another piece for yous
The next day Mrs. Crane called to see me, evidently
quite perturbed. “I want Della to learn one piece
Perfectly before she begins another,” said she.
“Mrs. Crane,” I replied, “you sent your daughter

here because you heard that there was superior teaching done here.”
“Yes.”
‘
“And that all the pupils could play before an audience.”

“Yes,” she again assented.
a
“Well, it is by my method of teaching that they =o
able to do this. Now, I am going to ask you to lieve
Confidence in me and do not criticise me, N° matter
what I do, until Christmas; then if you are not sad
fied, it being the end of the term, you may withdraw
Your daughter from the school.”
a

time;

Della practiced on the second piece for
way,
then, for the same reason, I told her to put it a
iece.
and I gave her a third and far more difficult ae
The next day Mrs. Crane appeared on the scene.
tie
Conversation was about as before, and I closed th
Conference by saying:
“T thought it was understood that you W’ ould make
that
I assure
20 criticisms before Christmas.
]
You will be perfectly satisfied, and that you Wl see

that T understand what I am doing.”

She went away with a dejected air, and I a

ava

te

she thought it was a crazy way to teach. 1 a
Practiced the third piece up to a finish; really P eae
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3

: girl
ma k e amight
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practicing

a

years!

Six

years!

muttered

her

maternal

They departed and were never more heard from.
Whether she is finishing on a six months’ schedule
or remains unfinished I do not know.
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©. W. FULLWOOD.
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AN ASPIRING CHILD.
ALFRED H. TAUSRATH.
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her study for

little fellow

of ten wore

a red rose,

color is gradated.
A blush rose (or, better still, a
blush itself) is the type of rightness in arrangement
of pure hue.” I took the petal and showed him what
a deep red the middle presented, how it gradually
lightened away into pink and tapered off into white
just at the edge, and then I further pointed out that
there were no two spots in it that were gradated in
just the same way.
On the margin of his piece |
wrote p, mf, and f, and asked him for the colors to
match.
He caught the idea at once and there it
stands as a reminder and a help:

mf = pink.
p= white.
Afterward he was much
and therefore successful.
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Tuts

and, while we were having a little trouble to get at
the right gradation in a crescendo that was called for
in one of his pieces, one of the petals dropped off
and fell on one of the black keys. In an instant
Ruskin’s first law of color came to mind, “All good
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quarter oF a
a ‘Serenade’ by some one with
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played on the Ciel can’t pronounce such jargon
a ‘cow In bis ae names, and never attempt it.
stuff as See nec her play that in a lesson or two?

«well,
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WILLIAM BENBOW.
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lot of time.
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s a at a disadvantage with other girls. I
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WHITE,

iglittle
my girl to be able to play

.

,, °0 try to play it.”

Six

parent, and she has already studied three!

she

played quite well when

“Six years is a very long time, child; but, would
you practice industriously, work real hard at your
music?”
“Yes, I would give anything to study music.”
“Well, you appear to be in earnest, child; so I
think we shall give you a trial.”

L couldn't.
toe slow
ay.
months, anyw

raat

to play that

think

of letting

WHY

I WORKED.
M. O.

Everyone who studied with him worked (Oh, how
we worked!),
We managed to do many things
hitherto considered impossible.
With him at the
other piano, we thought our arms would break off
from the amount of endurance necessary; yet they
didn’t.
We were sure our fingers could never get
hold of the keys quickly enough to keep up with him;
but they did. We simply felt we must.
Tt was my lesson-day, and the study was far from
ready. When the studio-door was reached there came
to mind many tales of the consequences when other
girls had been similarly situated.
But into that
studio I went.
We always played scales first:
fortissimo and prestissimo.
To-day he said: “You
remind

me

of a race-horse,

you

do

better

as

you

warm to your work.
That did not seem to help the study any.
It
wouldn't go, so I gave up expecting—I scarcely know
what.
“Have you practiced as much as usual?”
was
quietly
ked, and that w: s all.
“Practiced,” 1 groaned,
*)
seven hours yesterday on that miserable study, when it showed such
a strong determination not to be learned.
I’m discouraged;
the other girls don't have such hard
times.”

“Possibly not,” was the cool response; “but then
you have been doing almost twice as much as T usually give for a lesson. No need to feel badly because

you have not been able to manage this time.”
And to think how T had toiled all those months
because T was ashamed to ask for shorter lessons!
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THE
Concert-goer, some
time ago, printed an address
on the above subject, which
had just been delivered by
Dr. Gerrit Smith.
The address contains so much valuable information and so
many useful suggestions relative to planning new
organs that we reprint a large part of it for the
benefit of readers of Tue ErupE:
The subject, as it reads, is rather ambiguous; but
it is intended that, if possible, something should be
said against the tendency to build these large, and in
most cases absurd, mechanical organs, expending
hundreds of dollars on action—multiplied registers—
echo and solo organs, ete., ete.; to my mind, a church
organ never need be an organ such as should be placed
in Carnegie

Hall

or Albert

Hall;

but

it should

be

grand in the sense of an instrument fitting the service

of God, and should not necessarily contain the eleOf course, the argument
ments of concert-work.
against all this is that, if one has it, he need not

use it;

but if he has it not, then he may wish some

time to use it, and, of course, cannot.

That is a good

argument. Nevertheless, “white-elephant” organs are
a. thousand times more frequently abused than used.
My text proper, I am afraid, will meet with the
same fate as that which befell one announced by the
“My text,” he said, “am divided
colored preacher:
into two parts; the first contains all those things
things
which are in the text, and the second all those

Passing over
which are not in the text.
I shall proceed to consider part two.”

part one,

“ORGAN Is THE Kina or BEASTS.”
There is no proper size for church organs, any more

than there is a proper size for church steeples, or
strawberries, or a man’s hat. Perhaps what we wish
to consider might read something like this: “What is
the proper and proportionate size and arrangement of
a proper organ-chamber, planned by proper architects,
for a proper church organ, properly built by proper
builders, under proper consultation with proper organists and proper church committees?” This question reand
sembles, very much, one of those uninteresting
formidable contrapuntal riddles which were wont to be
written by the old masters, and which could be read,
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Much

will depend upon

its position and the relation to its surroundings. E
have seen large organs in small churches which were
ineredibly dumb, and small organs in large churches

which were really obstreperous. Then, again, to be
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Super Oct. (heavy wind).
Solo to Gt. (sub).
Solo to Gt. (unison) (double touch).
Solo to Gt. (super).
Swell to Gt. (sub), ete., ete.

Accessories to Sw. are 12.
Accessories to Ch. are 10.
Accessories to Solo are 8.
Accessories to Pedal are 5,
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Couplers, making 15.
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of Brooklyn; Christian A. Stein, of Troy; Winthrop
8. Sterling, of Cincinnati; H. J. Stewart, of San Francisco; Henry G. Thunder, of Philadelphia; James B.
Tipton, of Albany;
Everett E. Truette, of Boston;

Abram R. Tyler, of Brooklyn; Harry L. Vibbard, of
Syracuse;
Henry B. Vincent, of Erie, Pa.; 8S. P.
Warren, of New York;
Andrew T. Webster, of
Buffalo; Harrison M. Wild, of Chicago; Herve D.
Wilkins, of Rochester; R. Huntington Woodman, of
Brooklyn; Frances L. York, of Detroit, and Harry
J. Zehm, of Harrisburg.
The organ, built by Emmons Howard, of Westfield,
Mass., has four manuals and 53 speaking stops.
eee

Horatio W. Parker, organist of Trinity Church,
Boston, and Professor of
Music at Yale College, has been granted a year’s
leave of absence, and will spend the time abroad. Dr.

MIXTURES.

H. J. Stewart, organist of Trinity Church, San Fran-

cisco, will fill Mr. Parker's place at Trinity Church
during the latter’s absence.
eee

A young lady sings in our choir
Whose hair is the color of phoir;
But her charm is unique,
She has such a fair chique,
It is really a joy to be nhoir.
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ORGAN-CONCERTS
at THE
PAN-AMERICAN
EXPOSITION.

organ-concerts each
Temple of Music:
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nee
Rheinberger’s

second

organ

concerto

in G-minor,

opus 177,—with accompaniment for strings, two horns,
trumpets, and tympani,—was
performed by Dr.
Philipp Wolfrum, at St. Peter's Church, in Heidelberg,
in the first week of June, at the opening concert of
the Allgemeiner Deutscher Musikverein.
The “Messiah” was sung recently in Philadelphia,
and one of the anthems rendered by the chorus had as
its theme:
“We have turned everyone to his own
way.”
As anthems go, this sounded somewhat as
follows: “We have turned, turned, turned—we have
turned, yes, we have—we have turned every one—to

his, to his own way—every one to his own way.”
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pee justi-

ut, fina

effects, because

else because it is not
fully make pure organ-tone or
these

pe ene

In addition to these 10, there are 5 compound comPosition keys for great stops and pedal stops a
couplers, and 2 compound composition keys for grea
couplers, making 17 items on this manual alone.

or the Glockenspiel,

orchestral

William H. Hewlett, of London, Ontario; Henry
Houseley, of Denver; Hamlin H. Hunt, of Minneapolis; William S. Jarrett, of Buffalo; Harry B. Jepson, of New Haven; Albert D. Jordan, of Bradford,
Ontario; B, J. Lang, of Boston; John P. Lawrence,
of Washington; Miss Emily L. Maynard, of Gary,
8. D.; Miss Mary F. McConnell, of Buffalo; Messrs.
Russell K. Miller, of Philadelphia;
Mr. Richard T.
Perey, of New York; Mr, Thomas Radcliffe, of Salt
Lake City; William Reed, of Quebec; Miss Ione B.
Riddell, of Cincinnati; Messrs. F. W. Riesberg, of
New York; Sumner Salter, of Ithaca, N. Y.; E. Russell Sanborn, of Boston; Miss Gertrude Sans-Souci,
of St. Paul; Messrs. William C. Schwartz, of Philadelphia; Harry R. Shelley, of New York; Frank H.
Simms, of New
Orleans;
Charles W. Smith, of
Newark; Gerrit Smith, of New York; Miss Fanny
M. Spencer, of New York; Messrs. Walter P. Stanley,

The

anthem involved several pages of music, and every
time the chorus sang “We have turned, turned,
turned,” they proceeded to turn over to the next page,
and then burst out again with: “We have turned,
turned, turned!”
A certain plain citizen, rather
elderly, who sat well in the rear, not appreciating the
delicate sentiment, was heard to mutter, disgustedly:

“Well,

when

you

get through

turnin’,

turnin’,

the

pages, suppose you shut up about it.”—Le.
ane

Vicar, to organ-blower: “Oh, Samuel—er—er—don't
you think—er—you could manage hereafter to—erblow the organ for the glory of God, and not for filthy
luere?”
Samuel: “Well, T don’t know but T might blow the
organ for the glory of God, provided you will preach
for Him on the same terms”

ist and Choirmaster.

(exit viear)

—The Organ
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other branch

wWocaliMepartment
Conducted

by

H.W.GREENE
(Tue following series of articles were read by the
Editor of the Vocal Department of Tne ErupE at
the Annual Meeting of the New York State Music
Teachers’ Association, at Glens Falls, N. Y., June 25th.
They came in response to an invitation to make a
three-minute contribution on the subject of
“How

Best

Promote

a Higher

Average

of Results

Among Voice-teachers.”
Their value lies, first, in the clear indication of a
deep interest in the subject. on the part of those who
responded; and, second, in bringing to the front a

few of the real needs of the hour. The editor is glad
to state that, with a single exception, all who were
approached are here represented, that exception being
Mr. Edmund J. Meyer, who was prevented at the last
moment, by pressure of duties. They appear alphabetically, with no attempt at classifieation—VocaL
Ep.]
BY F, A, ARENS.
Iv is claimed that the musical profession has not
the standing, either socially or professionally, that,
for instance, the physician or the lawyer enjoys. With

the exception of a few shining lights, this is only too
true. There are several reasons which, singly and
collectively, account for this deplorable state of affairs.

One of these is the lamentable lack
As everyone
sound, musical training.

of thorough,
knows, there

are more quacks in our profession, particularly in the
vocal department, than in homeopathy, osteopathy,
and allopathy put together.
It has been suggested that a voice-teacher should

not be permitted, legally, to practice, any more than
a physician, until he has thoroughly qualified himself
Legislation in
before a State Board of Examiners.
this direction may be enacted sooner or later—the
sooner the better; but until then we must look for
other solutions of the problem confronting us.

Now, in again alluding to the physicians, I find
that, far from antagonizing one another, they almost
without exception are members of the medical association. This association has succeeded in establishing a
code of professional ethics, which code, so far as I

have been able to observe, is scrupulously adhered to
by all physicians of standing.
Another feature of this medical association (and
the one upon which I wish to lay particular emphaand
sis) is embodied in their monthly, annual, state,
are
national meetings. At these meetings experiences

all
exchanged, new discoveries are promulgated, and
adthe
to
certainly
,
discussed
are
cases
interesting
ns
vantage of suffering humanity and the physicia
we
n,
professio
vocal
the
themselves. As members of
on.
associati
medical
the
from
lesson
ought to draw a
another
We ought to meet once a month, each time in
exactly
d
conducte
be
studio, which meetings should
ng
interesti
very
a
on,
associati
medical
as those of the
of pupils
tion
presenta
the
be
could
which
of
feature
in the various stages of development.

response, you
Should this suggestion meet with any
members of
the
of
one
may put me down at once as
said association.

RY LILLIE

D’ANGELO
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science of teachft is an indisputable fact that the
t on as high a
presen
at
ing the voice does not stand

plane as the science of teaching the piano, because
of the lack of a recognized standard. With the past
seventy-five years the conservatories of Europe and
certain famous teachers have demanded that a higher
standard should be set and maintained before the
would indorse their pupils. Why can we not fw
this same uniformity of purpose to the teaching
Ef

vocal art? It has been attained in Italy,
‘wliers a
uniformity of standard for vocal art was
maintained
for a century and a half, during the
days of the
Italian singing masters, who taught the famous
singer:

of the eighteenth and the first half of
the aneteenth,
centuries, and who were all as links in
one chain,
eac
ain, each
successive singing master unfolding new possibilitie:
and beauties in the human voice, in Varte
del Sind,

We are a nation of practical inventor
s, a nation th a

stands for higher standards of education:
let u vrs
mand higher standard in the vocal art,
“This es ali
require

examination

by a board

of specialists a

the control of the State Board of Regents

not ch ae
ee n for rv
their
for their scholarly

among rival musicians, but from men

liberal general education
knowledge of music.

and

Let our profession ‘de mand the same skilled
preparation, insuring hone: sty in work, a
i
profession. No man or woman f
ie

teach without having passed
years in actual preparation,
in
of voice-training, and the result
be passed upon by a qualified

examiners.

a certain hess
acknowledged
7 of their ans a a
board of un con ro

We would then find in the ee
‘omen

without

first satisfying himself

that his

instructor was fully prepared, by long study, to teach

it.

Yet the mere

natural

fact that a teacher has a good

voice himself, or even

possesses

some skill on

the piano, is sufficient recommendation to many uDthinking pupils to employ such a person to teach them
the most diflicult of all arts, viz.: the proper use of
the human voice.
Discrimination in the public, I believe, will be the
greatest factor in enabling the true teacher of the

voice to accomplish results.
I know of no profession where so many
incompetents
are to be found as in that of vocal instruction. The
outcome can only result in lack of artistic ability. I

know a number of people in the United States
who
were educated in Europe as instrumentalists, but who

on their return to America, owing to lack
of pupils
in their own line, suddenly Blossonied out
as yocal

peccgere _ What vocal result can be expected?
: . pupils

on

a

goodly

number

to the delectation

igs ig age

of songs,

They
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of the candidates,
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BY HORACE

P. DIBBLE.
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enhance it. I am dealing here with the fundamental
proposition that all tone-production must be easy,
natural, and devoid of strain.
Taking this funda-

mental proposition for granted, it then becomes purely
a question of individual taste as to what kind of a
voice we prefer. Tor instance, we may hear two great
sopranos, both of whom may have beautiful voices.
We should find no fault because one differed from the
other any more than we should criticise a rose because it is different from a violet; and so this discriminating

ear

must

be

able

to

take

into

account

the different tone-qualities which are peculiarly characteristic

of the pupil;

but in doing so we

must

be

able to decide by the tone whether this particular
Voice is being used so as to produce the very best tone
of which that voice is capable. ‘This will not interfere
with the pupil’s individuality, but will simply tend

parting tradition, more than imposing the teacher's
riper rendition of a composition on the pupil; it in-

cludes establishing certain canons of tradition universally applicable; it implies a habit of classical
rendition. It is not enough to galvanize the pupil into
a single finished performance through imitation, unless
that imitation makes for future spontaneous habit.
then all things

voice

that

knows

no singing

bring him both pupils and reputation.
BY DR, HENRY W. GILES.
In considering the subject allotted, “What will Dest
Promote
teachers,”

a

higher
I may

average

of

mention,

results

among

first, a realizing

voiceof

sense

the necessity of a more thorough preparation on ae
Part of those who would enter our ranks. Lacking,

48 we do, a definite standard of proficiency, or
system

Of examination and licensing, the work of
voice-teach-

ing is assumed by many without previous preparation,

on the merest, pretext, depending solely on thie
inily*
ence of friends to furnish them with the requisite ud
terial with which

to begin their work

of devastation.

Secondly, I would refer to the beneficent influence
of & broad and general culture of mind and body. As:
4 general principle, we might say that the same qualities lead to success in voice-teaching
as to any oun

calling in life.

Selfishness,

Courtesy, gentleness, kindness, un-

consideration

of others,

are

great

tielps:

for the reason that they place a
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which I might name as one of receptivity of the
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Place,

*

Again
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Method of cultivating the voice, and remember
a
the little quirk or principle that you now

ee

be the “whole thing” will be found later on
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t

only a half-truth, and that your
neighbor lish

Way went through the same jdentical experience ©
You are now having ten years ag0i
In conclusion T me abe that I
look for a en
future for the profession of voice-teachi
ng = — er aa
4 future that will place the American yoice
:tene™
Superior to any other in the wide world.

———
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Is there a proper balance between two such utterances?
These two conflicting views were expressed in picturesque English by two singing masters somewhat
:
;
as follows:
The one, a tone enthusiast,
in the church,—no,

thing worth while, and yet this discriminating ear and

is one

dictum; the other—“I love the singer who sings from
the heart,—the musicianly expression of a God-given

will eventually enhance that individuality.

insistence on correct tone-production will in the end

ten years;

to the singer,”

will be possible

great artist, you say?

We must have the courage of our convictions with
pupils. It will often cause a young teacher to lose
pupils—those pupils whose vanity and conceit may
have been hurt because the teacher could not admit
that the tone of which they were so proud was any-

it takes

“Rirst perfect the voice, though

toward his easy and natural production of tone which
.
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said:
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ments; but we may, perhaps, find a higher satisfaction in real artistic achievement than in the piling
up of wealth.

BY FRANK H. TUBBB.
Tue modern yocal teacher can be improved by impressing upon him “purpose in teaching.” The teachers of past generations were generally men who
needed to train singers to sing their operas or were
managers who felt the need of getting better results
from their singers.
Porpora, Lamperti, and Garcia
are examples.
Teachers who succeeded them were
men and women who had no particular interest in the

music, but who essayed to prepare singers for con-

certs, the church, private musicales, and such opportu-

nities. In a measure, these needs have passed or are
passing. This is the day of education, and teachers
now are training educators of the next generation.
In our country vocal teachers are in demand, and
the more prominent teachers haye it as a purpose to
give to young teachers method-and ways by which
they too can be effective teachers.
Most of these
young teachers train young people for school, choir,
and some singing. With this résumé of the position
of the profession to-day we can come back to the
first advice, and say: “Decide what you would have
as your purpose, hammer on that, and abide by your
decision till you get results.”
Teachers need to know more what to teach. The
sneer at “method” has deterred many from having any
definite method. Without definiteness and a positive
manner of working results must ever be meager.
Adopt a method, the one which appeals to your intelligence, and use it the best you can till you can
find a better. A poor method is better than none.
Method can be divided into technical practice and
singing. The greater of these is singing. Teachers
forget that, and labor so long on technic that singing
goes.

The basis of technic is tone;

ing is expression.

Technic

the basis of sing-

which gives tone is ac-

quired very quickly by an intelligent pupil if the
teacher knows a definite method and hammers it in
with mental force; singing with expression is an art
which is a life-study, because singing as an art is the
expression of life itself. That art grows through the
experiences of life, and, the deeper such experiences
bore into the life, the greater and more broadly opens
the art. Modern teaching will become greater and
better as teachers know and use these facts.
And
how can one who does not think and who has himself had no deep experiences be a good teacher of
technic, on the one hand, or of high art, on the other?

Then how can teach
be made?
By making them
thinkers and by stirring their souls.
To greater extent than is generally supposed the
mass of educated people is realizing that mind is the
governing force of the universe and all art, as well
as are the inventions and devices the emanation and
manifestation of mind.
That which we can use as
teachers is pure intellect.
The study of the vocal
teacher to fit him to meet and deal with a public
which now knows the power of mind must be in the
direction of psychology and metaphysics. Physiology,

machinery, and scientific voice-culture have been
studied as causes.
We now know that they are
effects, and the cause is back of them in intellect,
which is best understood through metaphysics: the
science of mind,
BY J. HARRY
In order

to gain

better

WHEELER.
results

in vocal

culture,

I

am impressed that more knowledge is necessary relative to the voice, its capabilities, and development.
I
believe most voice-teachers are conscientious and
painstaking, and aim to do all possible to obtain good
results, but in many instances fail because they do
not understand the art in which they are engaged.
Again, many pianists and organists presume to teach
vocal culture; also many who sing undertake to do
the same, with no preparation

in either case.

Beeause

one plays the piano or organ or sings well is not the
slightest ground for belief that he or she understands
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the peculiarities of the human voice or how to place
and develop it.
In all other arts and sciences, and even trades a
regular course is required before one is considered
competent to impart knowledge, or to accept employment.

Then,

why

not such

a course

for the culture

of the voice, where so much is involved?
It is not too much to say that, in consequence of
lack of knowledge respecting the vocal organs, and
the development of the voice, annually thousands of
voices are impaired or ruined, and hundreds die.

This is all wrong, and is a terrible reflection upon

Surely something should be
the vocal profession.
done to remedy this lamentable condition.
“What will best promote a higher average of results among voice-teachers?” The question is easily
answered:
for the work

Preparation

before beginning

to teach.

How shall it be gained? One way would be to sit
patiently in the studio of a reliable voice-teacher
and learn how different voices are treated and developed; take special lessons in vocal methods, and
learn how to educate voices. There are some musicschools in which attention is given to this departIt seems to me there might be established
ment.
Normal Institutes of Vocal Culture in the large cities
and towns, to meet annually, and continue several
days, conducted by a voice-teacher of repute, and of
not less than fifteen years’ experience. In this institute everything essential in the culture of the voice
should be made plain, by lectures, and vocally exemplified by male and female voices of adults and
children. The teacher might be selected by a committee appointed by the president of the “State or
national teachers’ musical association.”
It may be said that teachers have different methachers
ods; but it will be found that eminent voice-te

all over the world place the voice nearly the same.
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in our ideals of tone-quality, and are fond of quoting
“All roads lead to Rome” when we find how differently our fellow-teachers arrive at results that we
are compelled to admire; and we have no patience
with those who produce that which is not our ideal,
and are disgusted because they are equally impatient

race, with chance as a large factor in the summing upI firmly believe that vocal work can and should be
graded as distinctly as pianoforte work.
What if ©
one voice does require an 9 more than an ah, Ir
clude that provision in the grade.
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what to drink, and why we drink it. In fact. wre
differ in essentials and non-essentials, with eal
energy and vituperosity, and the humorous side of
the subject (it would be humorous if it were not
pathetic) is that, the moment we stumble against a
truism or a law that should be inviolable, we open
our eyes with astonishment that this thing has never
been thought of before; in short, we are discoverers
we are pioneers, and we publish the fact to the world,
The financial returns on this discovery, strange as it
may appear, unfortunately depend more upon ‘the
attractiveness of our announcements than upon th
value of the thing we have discovered.
Our impulse is strong to write a book.
When one
seems to have discovered a wonderful new somethi
in the vocal field, he is itching to write a book
Tee

Work; we can at least place purity of vowel in a
grade by itself. It matters not whether all vowels are
made pure by the use of ¢, 0, or ah, so that purity
on all vowels is the result. Why need we differ on the
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of vocalizes or scales?
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pense for your labor. Broaden your minds, strengthen
your characters, acquire the gentle dignity and refinement befitting the artist and gentleman. Here is the
cure, here only. It rests entirely with yourselves
whether you shall continue to suffer humiliation and
have your work go unrewarded, or whether you shall
be respected in accordance with your worth and
recompensed in accordance with your labors.
nee

Conouctep

give their services gratuitously or confine their labors

A CORRESPONDENT from
THE
Toronto who, some time ago,
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requested my opinion as to
AND THE ACCENT.
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cent, has touched upon a question which has ruffled
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to teaching.

‘They tell us, with absolute

veracity,

but among violinists there is on this point

that they must either be content with no pecuniary
recompense for the services which they render, or
they are given no opportunity of gaining a “social
footing” such as will enable them to become known
to the community in which they live. They tell us,
with the utmost truth and candor, that the wealthy
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question still remains unsettled as far as absolute
Agreement among players of the pianoforte is con-

cerned;

no misunderstanding, no fierce contention, no bitter
controversy, In a word, all able violinists, who are

8uided by musical instinct and a developed
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days as ornamentation, pure and simple; and, as such,

srace-notes cannot logically predominate or be made
Prominent without assuming a value and character

Vholly inconsistent with their nature and their design.
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EXERCISE IN
PHRASING AND
FINGERING.

In pursuance with my
original plan to give practical help to all those who

have meagre knowledge of
the art of fingering and
phrasing, I herewith present a brief melody which
offers many opportunities for the display of musical
judgment as well as skill in the selection of fingering
and bowing.

My readers should bear in mind that they are not
bound down to any cast-iron rules. The tempo, the
character, the groupings of the notes of every musical
composition are always suggestive of appropriate

fingering and phrasing. In fact, it may be said of some
compositions that they “phrase themselves,” so natural
and flowing are their figures. But the element of
individuality necessarily enters into such a question
as phrasing, and thus it happens that a composition
may be phrased differently by different musicians,
yet be phrased equally well by each.
In the selection of fingering my readers should be
chiefly influenced in their decisions by practical considerations of left-hand technic, symmetry, and tonebeauty.
It is not necessary constantly to change
positions in order to produce beautiful effects. Indeed,

too frequent change of position may prove utterly
destructive of tone-balance.
The nicest judgment is
often required to settle the question of when a player
should change position on the finger-board in order to
produce the musical effect desired by the composer.
My readers are requested to send their version of
this melody
They should
parison with
pleted form

to Tur Erupe not later than August 12.
also retain a copy of their work for comthe melody as it will appear in its comin the September issue of TrE Eruper.

MELODY.
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WHEN TO GO
ABROAD.

All intelligent
American
musicians—and — especially

those
who
have
received
training in European schools
—appreciate the musical advantages obtainable in the
United States, and naturally applaud the wisdom of
the few far-seeing students who remain in America to
study under,an accomplished artist instead of rushing
across the Atlantic to some incompetent but wellzed “ professor.”?
advel
But at the same time the
question arises, Is it not advisable, or even necessary,
at some period of the American student's development,
to seek in Europe cer ain advantages made imperative
by prevailing conditions?

(Continued on page 300.)
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‘To r10sE of our subscribers who

desire to renew their subscriptions
during the current month, no matter when they expire, and who will

SPECIAL
RENEWAL
OFFER FOR

send us $1.90, we will send in addi-

AUGUST.

tion to the twelve months’ ErupE
the two musical novels published
of
a copy of either
by this house: “Alcestis” and “The First Violin.”
the most popular of all musical

Both are well known;

In addition to plots of unvarying interest,
novels,
they are conducive to higher musical study.
To those who would prefer a collection of music,
we will send, for $1.80, a copy of “Tranquil Hours”: a
collection of quiet piano-musie, suitable for Sabbathday playing as well as for the drawing-room, and the
year’s subscription to this journal.
ne *
We have in preparation a handsome edition of the
two- and three- part “Inventions” of J. S. Bach.
This

work
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been
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very

edited,

revised,

and fingered by Preston Ware Orem. Great care has
g
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No better preparation exists for the “Well-Temper
Clavichord”

of Bach than these thirty inventions are;
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CLARKE’s “Harmony” has been adopted by a numher of schools and by private teachers as a text-book.
It is also used by a number of students as a work for
self-instruction.
We are pleased to announce, in
answer to letters of inquiry, that Dr. Clarke has prepared a “Key” to his “Harmony,” which will be of the
utmost value to all who are using the text-book. Dr.
Clarke has added a new feature to the “Key” in that
many of the exercises are analyzed, and the reasons for
using certain chords in preference to others are given.
Often pupils are in doubt as to which one of several
chords to use. Dr. Clarke’s explanations greatly aid
in this difliculty. No one who is studying harmony
should be without this valuable aid. The work will
be ready in a short time, and meanwhile we will make
a special offer to send the book, post-paid, to any
address for 30 cents, cash with the order. If the book
is charged to any of our customers, postage will be
extra.
Tue
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of Tur
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of the position of women in musical work of all kinds:
what they are doing and in what lines they do the
best work.
It will be historical, critical, and withal

catalogue)
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The material
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that will go into this num i ;

will be unique, and cannot be found in any other " nd
lication. Musical clubs should arrange to have An :
for every member and make a special study of ae
articles contained in it.
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I have received “Children’s Friend,’ by Kdéhler,
and find it interesting for children. There is not only
variety in the style of the studies and pieces, but they
are progressive—Cora J. Fish.

Duchess of Cornwall.
Mr. Freperick A. Frankuin, of Springfield, 0.
contributor to THE Erupe, has accepted the position
of Director of Musie in the Fredericksburg College,
Va.
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“SELECTED STUDIES FROM LOESCHHORN.”
I have received “Selected Studies from Loeschhorn”—Volumes I and II—and am delighted with it.
The studies are first-class in every respect, and will
prove of great value to teachers and pupils—HM. F.
ALurray.
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August 6. Arthur Pougin, distinguished writer,
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publisher, d. at Paris, 1891.
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August 23. Moritz Moszkowski, piano virtuoso and
composer, b. at Breslau, 18
August 24, Theodore Dubois, composer and director
of Paris Conservatory, b. at Rosnay, 1837.
August 25.
Nicolo Jomelli, eminent opera
poser, d. at Aversa,

com-

1774.

August 26.
Aloys Schmitt, pianist and famous
teacher, b. at Erlenbach, 1788.
August 27. Josquin de Pras, greatest of Netherland
contrapuntists, d. at Condé, 1521.
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Claude Goudimel, renowned church
music composer, d. at Lyons,
2. Walter Cecil Maefarren, composer and teache
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Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand Helmholtz,
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A trip to Europe unquestionably admits of being
made profitable to the American student. Two questions, however, and only two, should influence the
A Perfect Liquid Dentifrice for the
student who contemplates finishing abroad the work
begun at home: (1) The exact purpose to be accomTeeth ana Breath
plished in going; (2) The proper time to make such a
change.
Since it is claimed that we have resident artists under
whose guidance it is possible for the student to attain
artistic excellence, the question will naturally be asked,
Wherein lies the profit of a European trip? Also, it
will be asked, What are these conditions which defy
Both forms of Sozodont, at. the Stores or by Mail,
the skill and experience of the American teacher?
Price, 25c. each; Large Sizes, together, Tie”
The purpose to be accomplished by going to Berlin,
HALL & RUCKEL, New York
for instance, should certainly not be that of increasing
one’s instrumental proficiency under the instruction of
a resident German violinist. What the leading Berlin
violinists are capable of imparting to an advanced
player of the violin is never more, and often far less,
than the pupil may learn from his gifted American instructor.
But the atmosphere of Berlin is an essentially musical one, and it stimulates the student to °
higher achievement than does the musical atmosphere
Quiets the nerves, relieves the tired and
of New York. The true musical advantages of a
confused condition of the brain, and increases
residence in Berlin are the unusual opportunities which
the capacity for mental and physical labor.
the Prussian capital offers of hearing the best music and
the best European artists. Such an atmosphere is best
calculated to ripen the students’ gifts. Indeed it is
indispensable to every embryo artist. But I wish to
forcibly emphasize my meaning and to leave open no
room for misconstruction: it is desirable that the advanced American student should independently pursue
his studies in Berlin, profiting by what he sees and
hears, maturing his individuality
If, after having received excellent training in the United States, he makes
the mistake of undergoing further instruction in Berlin,
his individuality will in all probability be crushed, and
he will return to the United States a disappointment
to the public and his friends.
BELLESo OF BLACKVI
A
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When I say that a trip to Europe is made imperative
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for piano
artist in the United States knows to his sorrow.
I
GHAS.
E,
ROAT,
Music
Publishe
r,
Battle Creek, Mich,
mean that there has been created here such an unnatural demand for performers who have had either
real or fictitious success on the other side of the Atlantic, that practical good results from a residence in
Europe and the acquiring of a European reputation.
The proper time to go abroad must be self-evident.
But strange to relate, few students and fewer parents
have rational ideas on this question. The time to
remain at home is throughout the long period of earnest
struggles to acquire instrumental mastery, and until
the student has acquired that knowledge and ability
which will enable him to dispense with further instruction. ‘Then the time has arrived for him to go abroad.
Then his chances of success are not of a doubtful
nature, and he may reasonably hope to return to the
United States a full-fledged artist.
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THERE is none so experiénced and learned that he
cannot gain by the experience and learning of his
fellows. And even the most inexperienced and un-
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yenerable

questions.

sage, if by nothing
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asked questions.

and clear the knowledge
is nothing

of the

else, at least by

so educative

as being

Questions often draw our attention

to problems previously overlooked, shirked, or otherwise neglected by us, and not infrequently draw our
attention to spots and fields of ignorance in us of
which we had not been aware—J'rederic Niecks.
eae
1 peLievE that the greatest pleasure a pupil feels
comes from the realization that the best results arise
from his own action; the true teacher will strive to
reach the fountain of that pleasure, by well-directed
means, drawing at all times upon the resources of the
pupil. No amount of singing to children will make
them artistic; but when a child realizes that he may
reproduce these songs, or that a page of notes placed

before him may be rendered by his own efforts into a
beautiful,

soul-satisfying

delight is near perfection.

combination

of sounds,

Nellie Beach.
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Ir is the intention, as has been previously suggested,
to make this column a medium for the free interchange
of opinion and the discussion, under proper direction,
of practical subjects connected with the teaching art.
This time of the year seems eminently suitable for
the consideration of matters connected with the openTo this end
ing of the approaching teaching season.
a series

of queries

are

offered

to

categorical

which

replies are solicited from teachers in the form of letters
to the editor of this department.
’
1. What steps do you take in reorganizing your

class for the coming season?

;

2. How do you secure the return of former pupils?
3. What means do you use for adding new pupils

to your class?

4. How do you reawaken the interest of pupils after

@ summer

vacation?

instruction?
5. Do you favor class or individual
6. What are your views as to pupils’ recitals?
ee
THE

OF

STUDY

MUSIC
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about elie
pupils to care to acquire any jnformation

Composer of a piece or the epoch in which he lived?
Thave tried various methods to induce my pupils to
cultivate the habit of feeling that no piece can be
properly interpreted without a knowledge of the com
Poser and the events which led to its composition, eee
T must confess that it has been diflicult work. Too
many students regard music as an amusement pure
and

simple, forgetting

that
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mean
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This great work consists of articles by

something

more in their lives if they will grasp its higher BIE
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a description of the
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not satisfactory, though
method in yacation-time
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when scholars are glad Ma
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Emil Paur says, “Paderewski’s

fingering and phrasing is masterful. . .
‘The work will soon be found in the home
of every good pianist and music lover.”

—the best romantic music of the modern
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FOR CHILDREN

First Studies in Music Biography
a

nificance, It seems strange, but it is true that in
no art is the history that inspired masterpieces 50

neglected as in music.

work.

great composers on other composers, of
valuable music lessons contributed by the
greatest European teachers, and of music
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By Thomas Tapper
se

res $1.50
Fully Iilustrated
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HERE is no other book of this kind on the market. For foundationstudy in musical history this book is the best obtainable. ‘Teachers who
know the superior value of biography over history for first study will
secure the best results in their class-room work with this volume.
Each biography is the result of careful study; it is direct, readable, and
never heavy. Events in American history are deftly woven in, and the reader
gets an historical picture from biographical study.
A full and complete sketch of every composer’s life is given, containing as

oe
y
Fo ¢ Self or Class Stud
e’s Own Reading
For On

much as the average student should kiiow of composers. Its value lies in the
interest it stimulates and maintains; in the expert manner in which it makes
use ofthe facts of general history by identifying each composer with certain
familiar characters and incidents, thus making music-history a part of the
world-history; in its method of presentation, serving as a reliable introductory manuaf to the special study of music history.
The preface, directed to the teacher, explains fully how to proceed
with the book in teaching. With each composer there is given a_ portrait
and illustrations, tabular views, sets of questions on the text, and suggestions for further’ study.
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A MOTHER came to me in regard to obtaining instruction for her daughter and made the explanation
“that, notwithstanding the fact that her daughter
had had piano-lessons for three years, yet she could
play nothing and took no interest whatever in her
lessons”; so, after making satisfactory arrangements
for her to begin study under me, I set in to diagnose
the case, and found upon

examination

treble clef, and she had the two so terribly jumbled
together that it was a mystery to me how she had
ever gained any headway whatever from the midst of
such a tangle.
To her own mind everything was perfectly clear; she
knew

and was

her treble notes;

was neither in the one nor in

the other, but a hybrid partaking of both languages,
and

only those

persons

who

Simple Method

of Modern Harmony
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Vols. | and 2 now published in complete form.

Price, $1.50

Phenomenal

Success of Grimm’s

understood

both

could

unravel the conglomeration and understand what was
intended.
Of course, it was clearly a case of never having been
taught to read music correctly; 80 I set to work
accordingly and started her on compositions written
solely in the treble clef, advising her to always read
first the notes’of the lower (left-hand) staff, and then
the upper (right-hand) to follow as secondary; at
the same time I drilled her orally and most thoroughly
at each lesson on the names and position of the different notes of the treble clef only, so that she was soon
able readily to designate and give the location of each.
She soon showed marked improvement, and manifested
an unusual interest in her music, which was very

gratifying to her parents. After about a month on
this line I endeavored to introduce into her work the
bass clef; but to my great consternation and sorrow
found that I had made the attempt premature, and
old
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confident of her bass

clef; so she was all right; yet her right hand would
frequently be playing the notes of the treble clef as
if they were written in the bass, and vice versa. To
me it was similar to a case of a German-American
child I once met in my travels, who would invariably
use that word in a sentence which came first and
quickest to his mind, whether it happened to be in
the German language or in the English tongue; consequently the sentence

Grimm’s

that, although

the young lady had received previous instruction, yet
it had been so meagre that it really amounted to
nothing, and she would have been far better without
it, for during the three years’ study she had only
endeavored to wade through pieces which were far
beyond her understanding, as she could not intelligently discriminate the notes of the bass from the
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would scold. I don’t mind being scolded.”
“Well, then,” said he, “I have found just what you
need; hereafter this is just what you can expect when
you do not know your lesson.”—F'red. A. Franklin.
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A Technical and Musical Drill in the Foundation Principles of
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A popular collection that will, in some manner, please
everyone. ‘The marches are some of the most popular of
the day—stirring and attractive—suitable for exhibition
purposes as well as for school and parlor use.
‘The binding is substantial and artistic, and the price
low. An excellent collection for many uses.
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jn harmony, means the use
N. C—1. Consecutive:
or oftener in succession,
twice
of a certain interval
do not
Consecutives
u
but between the same voices.

of C is

to take up much more space than many works on one of the
subjects alone. Dr. Clark has based this work on the plan used
in his very successful text-book on Harmony, and aimed to
make the instruction practical in its application to modern
music. Unlike the older works on this subject, strict counterpoint is not dwelt upon almost exclusively, but modern free
counterpoint is made the subject of exhaustive study and its

with
and correct judgment, together
to develop good musical sense
pattern,or

to a set of
“French” was applied ten
L. P—The termbeca
in He
use they were writ
by Bach

as

and condensed as not
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practice of modern composition.

ouraging to have a
F. B. T.—It is certainly disc y striking wrong
nuall
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ibe
descr
pupil such as you
all remedies in your
notes, and you seem to have triedy slow practice, with
You should try extremel
power.
studies, hands
the metronome, of very easy pieces andied by> exerc“ises
mpa
separate and hands together, acco

be repeated

A COLLECTION

Price $1.00
A clear a:fd concise work, thoroughly in accord with the

canon and fugue, with rules sosimplified

STRINGS.

CARL FISCHER, Nos. 6,8 & 10 Fourth Ave., New York

FOR THE

By H. A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc,

passes under

FRENCH, AND AMERICAN

Parlor School Marches

STRICT AND FREE.

the third finger resting on E-flat and under the fourth
finger resting on B-flat.
2. Music is not written in keys containing more
than seven sharps or flats in their signature; but in
keys having many sharps or flats occasional modulaly into such keys. For intion may lead tempo’
a
stance, if one were writing in the key of C-sharp,
G-sharp,
modulation to its dominant would lead in
whose leading nc ste would be F double-sharp; also,
if one were writin ng in the key of C-flat and a modulathe fourth
tion were made to its subdominant F-flat,
t.
degree of the new key would be written B double-fla
the modern
The enharmonic modulations, of which complications
composers are SO fond, lead to endless
in notation of this nature.

French style of that period
Couperin).

ITALIAN, GERMAN,

Including Double Counterpoint, Imitation,
Canon and Fugue.

keys; also, it is easier to pass the thumb under a
finger resting on a black key than under one resting
on a white, owing to the superior elevation of the
finger. In the scale of D-flat, which is considered the
easiest, all the black keys are in use, giving a sure

by

IN

st COUNTERPOINT ,,__

L. E. W.—1. The scale of C is considered the most
difficult to play for several reasons: the hand, lying
entirely upon the white keys, is without the guidance
afforded by the regular occurrence of certain black

(similar to those

at a low price.

a A Manual of Advanced Theoretic Study

readily developed away from the keyboard by means
of table-exercises and various hand-gymmastics. This
should be accompanied by a judicious use of the twofinger exercises of Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” paying especial attention to the fo rth and fifth fingers.

suites

of which enable

ant or most elaborate musical

tated, making two volumes of the utmost value

use

singly and in combination of stops of four-, eight-,
and sixteen- foot tone.
2. Weak fourth and fifth fingers are frequently more

guidance to the fingers, and the thumb

is our Mail

and

instrument in as reliable amann
hough selected in person,
{It willy
1 lo write for our price lists and monthly bargain

‘The most attractive and worthy of all
Loeschhorn’s many studies for the piano have
been selected.
Loeschhorn’s Studies are not only musical,

H. J. S—1. In giving lessons on the cabinet organ,

decided and considerable s

A. distinctiv
Order Department, the prompt

but the technical is combined, making them
of unequaled merit.
All have been carefully graded and anno-

even to very young children, it is necessary to explain
that is, to describe
the stops to a certain extent;
briefly and without technical detail the sets of reeds,
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in music.

Some publishing houses and teachers make

use of five grades, subdividing by the use of letters;

another grading is on the basis of seven;

the most

natural grading seems to be on the basis of ten, which
is recommended by THE ETuDE.
A. Z—The

name

of this journal is a French

word,

and may be so pronounced. Many of our subscribers
who cannot give the French w pronounce the name
as if it were spelled Aytood.
Modern languages—
especially French, German, and Italian—are so much
used in music that all musicians should endeavor to
become acquainted at least with the principles of pronunciation.

E. W.—1. The tenor clef, as used by some publishers of four-part music, properly the C clef, always
indicates

middle

C, which

degree is the one

enclosed

between the two horizontal lines. This clef is used
for other voices. On the first line of the staff it is
the mezzosoprano clef, on the second line the soprano;
these’ two are not found in modern music, except in
some orchestral scores, by composers who were sticklers
for classic methods.
Mendelssohn used them in his
oratorio scores.
On the third line it is the alto clef.
Viola musie is written with this clef. On the fourth
line it is the tenor clef, as recognized by musicians;
but this clef is used principally for orchestral instruments, the higher notes of the violoncello, bassoon,

and frequently tenor trombone parts. The use of this
clef on the third space is a compromise.
If singers

have learned to read in the treble clef, they can also
read the tenor part whe. written with the tenor clef
on the third space. But is must not be forgotten that
the actual sound is middle C an octave lower than
would be the sound of the note on the same degree in
the treble clef.
2. In vocal musie printed with two parts on one
staff the notes of the upper part generally have stems
upward, the lower part, downward.
If a note has two
stems,

one

up and

one

down,

it indicates

that both

parts sing the same note. Very rarely it happens that
a lower part has the higher note—in music for male
or female quartet; in such case be governed by the
direction of the stem, not the relative position of the
note, the upper voice will sing the note with up stem,
the lower voice, the one with down stem.

G. M. S—1. In the case of a new pupil it is better

to teach the correct condition, position, and action of
the arm, hand, and fingers before approaching the

keyboard at all.

The proper condition of relaxation

having been first acquired, the correct action of the
arm may be cultivated by the judicious use of physical
exercises. The hand-forming exercises and the fingerThe pupil
action should be practiced at a table.
should not be taken to the keyboard for the purpose
of playing until these purely physical and mechanical
requirements have been fulfilled.

2. Beginners should first play chords from the arm.
3. In hymn-playing on the pianoforte it is better to
use the arm touch for chords.
4. It is not unusual, nowadays, for persons quite
advanced in years to begin piano or organ study, and
some have been known to make astonishing progress.
Modern methods in teaching are peculiarly adapted
to such, but your course of procedure must be guided
largely by the aptitude and natural ability of your
upil.
? 3 A motive consists of tivo measures; a phrase, two
motives,

four measures;

measures;

a section, two phrases, eight

a period, two sections, sixteen measures.

A, G.—Many ideas have been advanced as to the
correct position at the piano. One must first of all
sit as naturally and gracefully as possible, and the
stool should not be too high; in fact, many good

players prefer a very low stool or chair.

The stool

should not be too close to the instrument, as the
body of the performer should in playing incline
slightly, but easily and gracefully from the hips
toward the keyboard. The body should not be held
stiffly, and all rigidity of the arms and hands must
be avoided.

All unnecessary motions—swaying of the

body, nodding of the head—are particularly objectionable.
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in our way. We are apt to become a part of all we
have seen to the shriveling up of that we are.—QH. D.
Hale.
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